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AN EXAMINATION OF THE EFFECTS OF LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
DISCRETIONARY LEVIES ON THE FISCAL EQUITY 
OF A STATE FOUNDATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

By 

Jeffrey A. Maiden 

August, 1994 

Chairman: R. Craig Wood 
Cochair: David S. Honeyman 
Major Department: Educational Leadership 

This quantitative study was designed to examine the 

disequalizing effects of local school district discretionary 

levies when applied to a foundation system of education 

finance. The data used in the study were obtained from the 

1992-93 Florida Education Finance Program, which included an 

equalized foundation component and two separate discretionary 

revenue sources. These discretionary sources, the current 

operation discretionary levies and the capital outlay and 

maintenance levies, were based entirely on property taxation 

and were not equalized by the state. 

The system was examined in light of fiscal equity 

concepts of resource accessibility, wealth neutrality, and 

vii 



tax yield. Resource accessibility measures indicated 

increasing variability in distribution of resources as 

discretionary revenues from either of the two sources were 

added to foundation revenues. The capital outlay and 

maintenance levies contributed more to the resource 

accessibility variation than the current operation 

discretionary levies. 

The addition of discretionary revenues from each source 

demonstrated noteworthy disequalizing effects on the wealth 

neutrality of the distribution system. The effects of the 

capital outlay and maintenance revenues were more acute than 

the effects of the current operation discretionary revenues. 

Both discretionary revenue sources decreased the level 

of equivalence of tax yield when combined with the foundation 

revenue source. The capital outlay and maintenance source 

had far more disequalizing effects in the realm of taxpayer 

equity than the current operation discretionary source. 

Replications of the current study in states with similar 

systems of education finance are warranted. Additionally, 

studies into the fiscal equity effects as well as the costs 

of incorporating statewide equalization programs for the 

discretionary levies are recommended. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Fiscal equity as it relates to financing schools has a 

rich tradition in the education finance literature. 1 Broadly 

defined, fiscal equity in school finance refers to a 

condition of fair treatment of all students, that students in 

a given state should be provided equivalent support for 

education given their varying educational needs. 2 Because of 

the broad nature of the theory of fiscal equity, Jt is best 

understood if divided and defined by various components. The 

following section includes a short description of the theory 

of fiscal equity through analysis of its components. Chapter 

2 of this study provides a more complete discussion of the 

development of the theory of equity in the realm of financing 

education. 

Fiscal equity is most commonly discussed in terms of the 

degree of equity among two groups, students and taxpayers. 

Equity among students is a reference to the basic fairness of 

distribution of educational resources among all students. 

Most per-pupil equity studies include examination of equity 

in light of three categories, specifically horizontal 

~quity, vertical equity, and wealth neutrality. 

1 



Horizontal equity refers to an equal treatment of 

equals. A horizontally equitable condition is one in which 

equal resources are available to pupils with equal needs. 3 

Vertical equity, conversely, refers to unequal treatment of 

unequals. Because students have varying educational needs, 

varying levels of resources per-pupil are necessary to meet 

these needs. Under the concept of vertical equity such 

differences are taken into account. 4 

2 

Wealth neutrality, alternatively known as fiscal 

neutrality or equality of opportunity, is the degree to which 

the support for the education of students is related to the 

wealth of the state, but not the local community in which 

they are educated. A wealth neutral condition is one in 

which the fiscal support for students is not related to the 

fiscal conditions of local school districts. 5 

Taxpayer equity refers to the basic fairness among the 

taxpayers of a state in terms of their support for education. 

Taxpayer equity exists to the extent that equal tax effort in 

support of education results in equal resources per-pupil. 6 

Education finance researchers have also been interested 

in other theoretical considerations of school funding 

systems. Most common are adequacy, efficiency, and 

excellence . 7 Adequacy is a reference to whether all students 

have an acceptable level of funding to support their 

education. 8 Thus, whereas equity stresses distributional 
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fairness , adequacy stresses the acceptability of the level of 

support throughout the distribution. 

Excellence refers to the concept of attainment of a high 

degree of educational quality. In the school finance 

context, excellence implies fiscal support sufficient to fund 

such quality. 9 Efficiency, on the other hand, as a finance 

construct implies maximizing educational output given minimum 

resources. 10 Though adequacy, excellence, and efficiency are 

significant constructs worthy of further research, equity has 

a longer history as a school finance theory and has generated 

a tremendous number of individual studies. 11 

Purpose of the study 

A foundation system of school funding is pertinent in 

the context of fiscal equity in that the system theoretically 

provides funding to guarantee each and every child in the 

state a minimally acceptable level of education. Because 

each child is guaranteed this foundational level of funding, 

in theory equality of educational opportunity is provided 

through the distribution system. Yet, despite this 

recognition by states to take an active funding role in order 

to equalize to a minimally acceptable level for all children, 

foundation systems typically include allowing local districts 

to levy additional local taxes, given certain restrictions 

and limitations, which may not be equalized by the state. 12 

In other words, a state using a foundation formula provides 



funding to assure each child a minimally acceptable level of 

education, represented by the foundation funding level, but 

allows districts the discretion to raise funds beyond this 

minimum. 

4 

Because a foundation funding plan is designed to promote 

equity, tension results when unequalized discretionary levies 

are permitted. Thus, discretionary millage rates and the 

resultant levies are problematic in the sense of equity. 

According to Wood and Thompson, 

The problem is perplexing. If the state equalized local 
leeway, the scheme would no longer be a minimum 
foundation. If the state fails to equalize 
discretionary millage, it restores the inequality it 
first sought to eliminate. Further, if the state did 
not to permit discretionary millage, the minimum concept 
is once again thwarted. The basic fact is that any 
unaided discretionary millage counters equalization, 
while denying local leeway violates minimum intent. The 
only other option is to limit the amount of 
discretionary millage, but it is clear that this 
solution is only a compromise. 13 

According to Thompson, Wood, and Honeyman, three 

problems related to equity emerge if districts are permitted / 

to levy discretionary dollars to supplement a minimum 

foundation program. First, the basic foundation program does 

not include provisions for equalization of funds derived from 

millage rates above the minimum foundation level. Second, 

districts must spend less if the discretionary millage is not 

applied. Third, in poor districts spending resulting from 

discretionary levies is less because these levies are not 

equalized . 14 The present study was designed to address the 
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problem related to the inclusion of discretionary levies in a 

minimum foundation program . 

Research Question 

The research question addressed in this study was, "In a 

state with a foundation program for support of schools 

including one or more discretionary millage rates, to what 

extent do the levies resulting from the application of the 

discretionary millage rates introduce inequities into the 

system for distributing education funding?" 

Significance of the study 

The study was intended to make a contribution to the 

theory of per-pupil fiscal equity, which is rich in the 

school finance literature and is the focus of a great deal of 

research activity among school finance scholars. The study 

was intended to provide insight to the problem of allowing 

local school districts to strive for providing the best 

possible education for children within the parameters of the 

distribution formula while maintaining fiscal fairness 

throughout a state. 

The foundation program is by far the most popular method 

of financing public education. Currently, thirty-eight 

states use a foundation program to distribute dollars for 

education. 15 Because of this popularity the funding 

methodology was considered worthy of further research. 
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The foundation system of the state of Florida was chosen 

for this study. Florida is one of the most populous states 

in the nation and serves one of the largest public school 

enrollments. This study was intended to provide an 

examination of the public school system of Florida, with 

particular attention to its funding methodology. 

Limitations 

The current study was limited to the theory of equity, 

without assessments of adequacy, efficiency, or excellence. 

Equity assessments were limited to horizontal per-pupil 

equity, wealth neutrality, and taxpayer equity. Vertical 

equity was not addressed. 

A macroanalysis of a state system of distributing 

education resources was included in the study, but not a 

microanalysis . Assessments of the equity of the distribution 

of resources among districts were made . No effort was made 

to examine the distribution within districts. 

Delimitations 

Data were taken from one state and included only one 

fiscal year, 1992-93, the most recent in which data were 

available. Fiscal data were additionally limited to those 

from state and local sources, with federal funding not being 

addressed. 



The study examined fiscal data from public elementary 

and secondary schools only. Neither private schools nor 

higher education organizations were considered. 

overview of the Methodology 
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The foundation distribution system of the state of 

Florida was used in the study. Data for the study were taken 

from the Florida Education Finance Program (FEFP) of the 

1992-93 school Year. The FEFP included a foundation basic 

support program in addition to two unequalized discretionary 

millage rates, the discretionary millage and the capital 

outlay and maintenance millage. Mean per-pupil revenues 

among the districts derived from the foundation program, the 

discretionary levies, and the capital outlay and maintenance 

levies were used to analyze the equity of the FEFP 

distribution. 

The per-pupil revenues were divided into seven levels of 

aggregation which included all combinations of the 

foundation, discretionary, and capital outlay and maintenance 

revenues. Equity was measured according to three standards. 

The first was resource accessibility, which provided an 

assessment of per-pupil horizontal equity. The second was 

wealth neutrality, using per-pupil assessed valuation as the 

basis of local fiscal capacity. The third was tax yield, 

which provided an indication of taxpayer equity. The 



following section includes a summary of the contents of the 

study . 

Design of the study 

Chapter 1 has provided an introduction to the study. 

The nature of the problem was presented as well as the 

specific research question addressed. Following was the 

significance of the study as well as its limitations and 

delimitations and an overview of the methodology. Chapter 2 

presents a review of the literature pertinent to the study. 

This includes a description of the historical development of 

the theory of fiscal equity as well as a summary of court 

cases through which the equity of state foundation systems 

was legally tested. The literature review further includes 

both a written description of the foundation method of 

distributing education dollars and a review of previous 

research studies concerning Florida's foundation distribution 

system. 

Chapter 3 includes a description of the research 

methodology in greater detail than provided above. Chapter 4 

includes a discussion of the results of the study while 

Chapter 5 includes a summary as well as conclusions and 

implications derived from the study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

In Chapter 1 the research question addressed by this 

study was presented. Specifically, this study dealt with the 

effects of the moneys raised through local discretionary 

millage rates on fiscal equity of a state foundation 

distribution system. This chapter includes a summary of the 

literature related to the study. 

The chapter begins with a summary of the development of 

the theory of educational funding equity, which was 

introduced in chapter 1 of this study and to which this study 

was intended to contribute. Subsequently the discussion 

turns to decisions rendered in the federal and state court 

systems dealing with the problem of providing equitable 

systems of education funding in the states. Following this 

summary of relevant court cases is a discussion of the 

foundation system for distributing state funds to local 

school districts. The final section of this chapter includes 

a summary of previous studies of the equity of the 

distribution of school funds through the foundation system of 

Florida, the state from which the data were derived. 

11 
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The Theory of Per-Pupil Funding Equity 

By its nature, providing an equitable system of funding 

education requires the state to provide greater financial 

support to less wealthy local education agencies because such 

districts do not have access to the same fiscal resources to 

which the wealthier districts have access. Following is a 

discussion of the historical development of the theory of 

equity as it relates to state financial support for public 

education. 

With the publication of his monograph in 1906, Ellwood 

Cubberley was the first modern scholar to discuss the concept 

of equity as it relates to school finance. 1 Cubberley was the 

first to develop the concept that the schools of a state 

should be considered a state system of schools, rather than a 

series of local systems, in order to foster equitable 

-funding. According to Cubberley, the duty of the state was 

to equalize the advantages to all school children considering 

the resources available to the state. 2 Cubberley theorized 

that the state itself should provide fiscal aid to districts 

that could not generate revenue equivalent to other areas of 

the state in order to equalize the educational opportunity 

throughout the state. 3 According to Cubberley, 

[A]id . should bear some definite relationship 
to the needs of a community and to the efforts 
which it makes to provide good schools and to 
secure the attendance of children in them. 4 

George Strayer developed the concept that the state 

should intervene in the funding of schools in order to 



guarantee a certain minimum, or foundational, level of 

funding for each child. 5 In collaboration with Haig, 

Strayer argued that in order to achieve equalization of 

educational opportunity: 

[I]t would be necessary (1) to establish 
schools or make other arrangements sufficient 
to furnish the children in every locality 
within the state with equal educational 
opportunities up to some prescribed minimum; 
(2) to raise the funds necessary for this 
purpose by local or state taxation adjusted in 
such manner as to bear upon the people in all 
localities at the same rate in relation to 
their tax-paying ability; and (3) to provide 
adequately either for the supervision and 
control of all the schools, or for their 
direct administration, by a state department 
of education. 6 

Strayer envisioned that each local district provide 

a level of taxation that would provide funding for a 

minimally acceptable level of education if applied to 

the residents in the wealthiest district in the state. 

The wealthiest district, in applying this tax rate, 

would raise all the money required to finance the 

schools within the district's borders. The state would 

grant each remaining district enough money that, in 

combination with the funding raised locally, supported 

this minimally acceptable level of education. 7 

Strayer held that the same local tax rate should be 

exerted throughout the state. In this respect, his 

conceptualization of local effort differed from that set 

forth by Cubberley, who believed that local districts 

should be free to tax at a higher level than other 

13 



districts if the citizens of the district so desired. 

Strayer believed that allowing districts to generate 

moneys beyond those resulting from the statewide local 

effort tax rate would have disequalizing effects. 8 

Strayer claimed that the "logical conclusion" of 

equalizing educational opportunity was a full, statewide 

system of schools. Yet, localization of the financing 

and administration being strongly grounded in American 

tradition, Strayer maintained that some degree of local 

control should be maintained in a state. 9 

Harlan Updegraff, writing in the early 1920s, 

concurred with the early proponents of equity that the 

state should aid poorer districts more generously in 

order to provide equal opportunity. 10 Updegraff argued, 

however, that in addition districts should be rewarded 

for effort in the sense of the willingness to raise 

educational revenues through taxation. Equalization 

funding from the state, according to Updegraff, should 

be a function of the tax effort put forth by each 

district. The same effort from two districts would 

result in the same level of fiscal support for education 

per funding unit. 11 

Updegraff believed that such a system would promote 

funding equity as well as preserve local control over 

education. Additionally, such a policy would correct a 

system in which poorer districts, out of necessity, were 

14 



required to exert greater tax effort in order to provide 

for an acceptable level of education. Through an 

equalizing system that rewards for tax effort, the state 

would encourage localities to rise above a certain state 

mandated foundational level, and therefore with state 

assistance each district would be in a position to "be 

its best. "12 

Henry C. Morrison, who like the previously 

mentioned researchers supported the theoretical ideal of 

providing equitable funding for education, took the 

concept a step further by advocating complete statewide 

funding of public schools. 13 Morrison believed funding 

inequities emanated from the fundamental flaw of the 

existence of localized funding of the educational 

enterprise. Morrison proposed that instead of providing 

a system of distribution of state funds in inverse 

proportion to local district needs, as advocated by 

Strayer, a system by which district organization is 

bypassed should come into fruition. Thus each student 

would be provided an equivalent level of funding from 

revenue generated through state taxation. 14 

Under the American ideal of federalism, according 

to Morrison, the states maintained plenary power over 

civil matters such as public education, and the local 

governing organizations such as school districts were 

simply subdivisions of states . Therefore, the stage was 

15 



set for state level funding circumventing local control 

without imparting damage on the American system of 

governance . 15 

Morrison argued that revenue for these state funds 

could come from among four sources, in any combination. 

These included property taxes levied statewide, state 

income taxes , state taxes on corporations, and income 

from state school lands or invested school funds. 16 

Paul J. Mort, a student of Strayer at Teacher's 

College, expanded the concept initially developed by 

Strayer and Haig that the state should establish and 

help support a foundational level of education for all 

children . 17 Because a foundational level of education 

should be based on educational need, Mort developed the 

idea of quantifying educational need and us i ng it as 

school finance policy . According to Mort, the 

educational need 

. . . of a community is regarded as the 
composite of all of those elements in the 
community that would affect the cost of the 
public educational offering demanded by a 
state program for making available to all 
children a satisfactory minimum educational 
opportunity. The relative weighting of each 
element would be determined by its effect on 
the cost . 18 

The state should employ a method through which this 

need, in terms of resources, is satisfied for each child 

16 



in the state. Mort referred to this method as the 

11 satisfactory equaiization program . 11 19 

Mort discussed specific planning for such an 

equalization program. The classroom, expressed as 

teacher units, was the cost unit in the plan. 

Basically, according to Mort, each child would have 

available the classroom or teacher equipped to the point 

where a program of satisfactory equalization of 

educat i on would be met. Each community, in turn, would 

have sufficient classroom units to appropriately educate 

children in that community . 20 

The concept of per-pupil equity specifically as it 

relates to the foundational state distribution system 

was developed by Mort throughout the remainder of his 

scholarly career, 21 as well as by other notable school 

finance authors . For example, Edgar Morphet discussed 

important elements which should be included in a 

worthwhile foundation program. 22 All children should be 

granted an adequate level of education, financed jointly 

by the state and the respective local districts. The 

system should promote equality of educational 

opportunity among students in the state. Local 

districts should be able to fund schools above the 

minimum foundational level, properly maintaining a 

degree of local control over education. Furthermore, 

according to Morphet, the state should make a 

17 



substantial contribution to the foundational level in 

order that no undue burden would be placed on the local 

districts. 

The foundations of the concept of equity were laid 

by these scholars. With their writings the theory of 

equity as it relates to education funding developed, and 

by late 1960s and early 1970s many states had 

established systems by which the state made corrections 

for existing inequities. According to data provided by 

the National Education Foundation Project, by the late 

1960s forty-two states used equalization programs to 

fund schools, seven states employed non-equalizing flat 

grant distribution systems, and one state, Hawaii, used 

a system of complete state and federal support. 23 The 

Strayer-Haig foundation plan was by far the most popular 

of the equalization plans, with thirty-four states using 

this method at that time. 24 

Although the vast majority of the states had 

incorporated equalization formulas into the respective 

school finance systems by the early 1970s, the degree to 

which these systems were truly equalizing was 

questionable. In 1972, the President's Commission on 

School Finance conducted a nationwide study on the 

equity status of the fifty state programs for school 

funding. 25 The ratio of maximum to minimum per pupil 

expenditures ranged from 1.3 to 1 in Hawaii to 56.2 to 1 

18 



in Texas. The ratio of the 95th percentile to the 5th 

percentile ranged from to 1.2 to 1 in Maryland to 5.6 

to 1 in Wyoming. The ratio of the 90th percentile to 

the 10th percentile ranged from 1.2 to 1 in Georgia and 

West Virginia to 3.0 to 1 in Montana. 26 Clearly, even in 

the states where the greatest equalization had been 

accomplished, relatively large disparities in per-pupil 

financial support existed. 

Similar results were found in the area of wealth 

neutrality among the states. The ratio of the maximum 

to the minimum property valuations per-pupil ranged from 

1.7 to 1 in North Dakota to 182.8 to 1 in Kansas. The 

95th to 5th percentile ratios ranged from 1.6 to 1 in 

North Dakota to 9.6 to 1 in New Mexico. The 90th to 

10th percentile ratios ranged from 1.6 to 1 in New 

Hampshire and North Dakota to 6.9 to 1 in New Mexico. 27 

It is apparent that the resource accessibility to fund 

education varied widely among local districts in all the 

states (excluding Hawaii, which included no local 

funding of schools}, with some of the variations being 

extreme. 

Because of the continued existence of these 

inequalities the nation"s courts became a significant 

arena in which greater equalization of support for 

education was promoted. State school finance systems in 

various states were challenged in both federal and state 

19 



courts, the majority from the early 1970s through the 

present. These challenges to state distributions of 

school funds will be discussed in the following section. 

school Finance Equity court cases 

A plethora of challenges to state public school 

distribution systems have been decided in the federal and 

state court systems . Because the purpose of this study is 

specifically related to distributional equity of the 

foundation system of public school finance, only those cases 

which have involved challenges to foundation systems on 

equity grounds will be discussed. 
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A small number of school finance equity cases have been 

decided in the federal court system. These cases involved 

challenges to funding distribution based on the 

constitutional theory of equal protection clause of the U.S. 

Constitution . 28 The claim usually made was that the system of 

funding treated students in poorer districts unfairly, or 

that the distribution system deprived students in the poorer 

districts, as defined by per-pupil property wealth, of 

educational opportunity. 29 These cases have been unsuccessful 

in terms of reforming state funding methodologies to decrease 

per-pupil funding disparities. 

The landmark federal school finance equity case was .s.an 

Antonio y. Rodriguez, 30 which set the tone for school finance 

decisions in the federal courts. The primary issue was 
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whether the Texas system of financing public schools was in 

violation of the equal protection clause due to the fact that 

children residing in school districts with relatively low 

property values were provided an education at a lower level 

of funding than children residing in wealthier districts. 

Such disparities in funding level allegedly resulted in the 

deprivation of educational opportunities for these children. 31 

The U.S. District Court for Western Texas ruled that the 

finance system indeed violated the equal protection clause. 32 

The court ruled that the funding disparities created a 

suspect classification of children residing in the poorer 

districts, and that these children were denied the 

fundamental right of education because of substandard 

funding . 33 The court had applied the strict scrutiny test, 

and the state failed to demonstrate a compelling interest for 

maintaining such a system which violated this fundamental 

right. 

The U.S. Supreme Court reversed the decision on appeal. 

The Court in its decision declined to use the strict scrutiny 

standard for three reasons. First, the appellees could not 

demonstrate that any suspect class was disadvantaged by the 

system. No reason existed to believe that all poor people in 

the state resided in the districts with lower property 

values. 34 

Second, the Texas foundation financing plan guaranteed a 

minimum level of education (through statewide funding 
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supplements) for all children. Therefore, education per se 

was not denied to any child in the state; some children were 

simply provided less funding for their education than 

others. 35 The equal protection clause, according to the 

Court , "does not require absolute equality of advantages. 11 36 

Third, the Court ruled that education was not a 

fundamental right. The Court declared that although 

education was extremely important to society, it was not the 

province of the court to pick and choose certain substantive 

rights (such as education) to call fundamental and thus 

guarantee equal protection. 37 To be fundamental, such a right 

must be explicitly or implicitly mentioned in the 

Constitution. 38 

Because education was not a fundamental right and 

because no suspect class was involved, according to the 

Court , only a rational relationship between the school 

finance system and state purpose would need to be 

demonstrated . 39 In the Court's view, the Texas foundation 

system was designed to extend education to all children, and 

to improve its quality. 40 The Legislature had chosen to 

facilitate funding of schools largely through local sources 

to promote local autonomy and control of education, which is 

strongly grounded in American tradition. 41 Furthermore, no 

fiscal system was completely non-discriminatory, and having 

some inequality was not sufficient grounds to strike down the 

system. 42 Therefore, the Texas foundation system withstood 
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the rational relationship test, and was declared by the Court 

to be in compliance with the equal protection clause. 43 

Because of the precedent established in the Rodriguez 

case , the state court systems became the primary means of 

attacking state finance systems on equity grounds. 

These challenges typically involved allegations of violation 

of the given state's constitutional equal protection 

guarantee, the education article of the constitution, or 

both . 44 The overall results of these challenges, in terms of 

judicial determination of the distributional equity of state 

finance systems in light of these constitutional provisions, 

have been mixed. 

The landmark case for challenges to state school finance 

distribution methodologies in state court systems was Serrano 

y. Priest. 45 The allegation was that the disparities in per

pupil funding among California school districts (based on 

relative property values) had resulted in a violation of the 

equal protection clause of both the California Constitution 

and the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 46 The 

California Supreme Court eventually decided the case. 

In its decision, the court applied the strict scrutiny 

test to the state school finance system. The court justified 

this measure because education was a fundamental right and 

because a suspect class had been denied this fundamental 

interest . 47 The court ruled that the system failed the strict 

scrutiny test and violated both constitutions. 48 
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The court declared "irrefutable" the fact that a suspect 

class consisting of less wealthy individuals had been 

discr i minated against due to the nature of the finance 

system . 49 The appellees argued that the system resulted in 

discrimination against school districts, not a class of 

individuals. 50 The court, however, ruled that this 

discrimination affected a class of people residing in these 

poor districts . 51 

The court also ruled that education was a fundamental 

right which should be protected by the equal protection 

clause of both constitutions. Education, according to the 

court, was significant for future economic and social success 

of students. 52 Education was also declared to be necessary 

for an enlightened citizenry, capable of engaging in fruitful 

civic and political activities. 53 Therefore, the finance 

system failed the strict scrutiny standard because the state 

could demonstrate no compelling interest in maintaining it. 54 

One year following Serrano. a decision in the New Jersey 

court system was rendered concerning that state"s finance 

distribution system. 55 At issue was the constitutionality of 

the New Jersey foundation system of funding schools. 56 

The Supreme Court of New Jersey eventually decided the 

case, declaring the foundation system in violation of the 

equal protection clause of both the New Jersey and the U.S. 

Constitutions. The court, based on a plethora of expert 

testimony, determined that a direct relationship existed 
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between expenditures and overall educational quality. 57 

Although New Jersey at the time of the case ranked third in 

the nation in terms of total expenditure per-pupil for 

education, disparities among districts were nevertheless 

large. 58 The court admitted that although it was difficult to 

determine just how much expenditure per-pupil was enough, 

clearly in some districts the expenditure was totally 

inadequate (e.g., based on such factors as conditions of 

facilities and academic status of students). The court 

believed some children were definitely receiving an 

inadequate education. 59 

The "thorough" required by the New Jersey Constitution 

meant something beyond the minimum according to the court. A 

thorough education therefore was not being provided to every 

child, and the constitutional mandate was being violated. 60 

Furthermore, the fostering of local control of education 

could not be used to justify a system with huge inequities in 

per pupil expenditures. Real control was illusory for the 

poorest local districts that had limited resources available 

to them. 61 

The court applied the strict scrutiny standard to the 

system and could find no compelling state interest which 

justified the school finance system. The court expressed 

doubts that the system could even survive the less stringent 

rational relationship test. 62 Therefore the court declared 
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the foundation system in violation of the U.S. Constitution63 

and the New Jersey Constitution. 64 

Following Serrano and Robinson, state foundation 

distribution formulas in many states were challenged in the 

respective state court systems. Michigan"s system of school 

finance was challenged in that state's court system, the 

claim being made that the system was in violation of both the 

Michigan and the U.S. Constitutions. 65 

The U.S. Constitutional issue was disposed of by the 

court citing Rodriguez as precedent. 66 In deciding the state 

constitutional issue, the court focused on the relationship 

between inputs (i.e., available monetary resources) and 

educational opportunities. 67 The court stated that no 

evidence had been provided that students in the poorer 

districts were significantly more deprived of educational 

opportunity than students in wealthier districts. 68 The court 

further stated that no proof was available that eliminating 

per-pupil funding disparities among districts would somehow 

increase opportunity for students residing in poor 

districts. 69 

The state's constitutional obligation, according to the 

court, was to provide a basic system of schools for all 

children throughout the state. The Michigan Constitution did 

not require equal expenditures for all students as an 

expression of equal educational opportunity. 70 Therefore the 
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foundation system of Michigan was upheld as constitutionally 

valid. 

The foundation system of Idaho was challenged as 

violating both the U.S. and the Idaho Constitutions. 71 The 

challenge was based on per-pupil funding disparities 

resulting from a heavy reliance on local ad valorem taxation 

to fund education in Idaho . 72 The Supreme Court of Idaho 

upheld the constitutionality of the finance system. 

According to the court, availability of funds was a very 

important factor in determining educational adequacy. Yet, 

the Court could not declare that smaller expenditure levels 

resulted in a denial of equal protection. 73 The court further 

declared that the Legislature was exercising its plenary 

power in developing and administering a valid system for 

financing schools. The court would establish itself as a 

"super legislature" to interfere with this authority. 74 

The court found the use of the strict scrutiny test 

unnecessary in that education was not a fundamental right. 75 

The state had as a rational basis for developing and 

administering the foundation program the fostering of local 

control of education . 76 Therefore, the foundation plan was 

upheld as constitutional. 

The constitutionality of the Oregon state foundation 

system was challenged in that state court system. 77 This 

challenge was based on the existence of substantial per-pupil 

spending disparities due to heavy reliance on local wealth 



for funding schools resulting in alleged deprivation of 

educational opportunity for students living in poorer areas 

of the state. 7 B 
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The Supreme Court of Oregon upheld the constitutionality 

of the foundation system. The court did not answer the 

question of whether education was a fundamental right and 

therefore subject to equal protection guarantees. 7 9 

Nevertheless, the court declared that no child had been 

deprived access to a minimum level of education even though 

the educational program offerings available to children 

varied widely. BO 

The court agreed that the objective of the finance 

system was to allow local control over education. While 

admitting that the lack of adequate resources diminished 

local control for poorer districts, the court could not 

conclude that equal protection had been violated because of 

such diminution. Bl 

The court also agreed that perhaps other systems of 

finance could be developed to more adequately equalize per

pupil expenditures in education. Yet, the court saw this as 

no reason to strike down the current system as 

unconstitutional. The court ruled that the Oregon 

Constitution did not mandate uniform funding per-pupil across 

the state. Rather, the state was required to provide a basic 

level of education to all children. B2 
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In West Virginia, the school finance system was declared 

unconstitutional by the State Supreme Court of Appeals based 

on both equity and adequacy grounds. The court ruled that 

the mechanisms for financing the schools denied children a 

thorough and free education and equal protection, both 

violations of the west Virginia Constitution. B3 

The court declared education a fundamental, 

constitutionally protected right in West Virginia. B4 The 

court found "broad and comprehensive constitutional 

inadequacies in the structure and composition" of the entire 

school system, including its method of finance. B5 Some 

districts were "woefully inadequate," though all needed some 

degree of improvement. B6 

The finance system in particular was declared 

discriminatory by the court. Funding should have been 

emphasized at the state level instead of local to eliminate 

funding disparities based on local wealth. B7 The system 

therefore was in violation of the state constitution because 

a thorough and efficient system of schooling was not being 

provided. 

The Ohio Supreme Court declined to apply the strict 

scrutiny standard in examining the Ohio finance distribution 

system. BB Finding no fundamental interest involved, only the 

rational relationship test was applied to the system. B9 

Furthermore, the court ruled that, in deference, the 



constitutionality of legislative acts should be assumed 

unless a clear violation were evident. 90 
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The state, according to the court, had as a rational 

purpose promoting local control over education, a tradition 

dating back to the Northwest Ordinance of 1785 . 91 

Traditionally, the General Assembly had through the years 

attempted to ameliorate the funding disparities. Although 

per-pupil funding inequities were real , the system was not 

irrational. 92 Additionally, wide discretion should be given 

to the General Assembly, and the court should exercise great 

circumspection and defer to legislative insight in the area 

of financial provision for education. Although the 

discretion was not unlimited, the General Assembly had not 

abused it to the extent that the finance system should be 

declared unconstitutional. 93 Therefore, the court ruled that 

the system was not in violation of the Ohio Constitution . 94 

The Georgia Supreme Court ruled that the state school 

financing system, despite interdistrict per-pupil funding 

inequities, was not in violation of the Georgia 

Constitution. 95 The state financing system, according to the 

court , bore a rational relationship to the state purpose of 

providing a minimum level of school funding to each student. 

The court admitted that the finance system had 

equalizing effects in theory though not in reality. 96 The 

court also conceded that a positive correlation existed 

between level of funding and educational opportunity 



(wealthier districts could afford higher instructional 

salaries, superior curricula, better supplies and plant 

facilities, etc.) . 97 Yet the state finance scheme met the 

constitutional requirement of providing basic educational 

opportunities to all children. 

The court declared that although the state should go 

beyond the constitutional requirement of providing basic 

educational opportunities, providing equal expenditures per 

child was not required of the state. 98 This conclusion was 

reached because the state Constitution provided great detail 

about the institution of education but mentioned nothing 

about equalizing expenditures. 
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The court also declared that although education was 

vital it was not a fundamental right implicitly or explicitly 

guaranteed in the Constitution. The U.S. Supreme Court 

ruling of non-fundamentality in Rodriguez. 99 although not 

binding with regard to state constitutional issues, provided 

worthy guidance. Therefore, the strict scrutiny model was 

not used by the Georgia court. 100 

The court in its decision made it clear that the Georgia 

school finance system was a poor one in terms of equity, and 

urged the Legislature to develop a more equitable system of 

funding schools . Yet the court refused to rule that the 

system was in violation of the Georgia Constitution. 101 

The court also ruled that the state did not violate the 

adequate education provision of the Constitution. According 
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to the court, the term "adequate" was not specifically 

defined in the Constitution. It would have been difficult to 

determine a judicially manageable standard to determine 

whether pupils are receiving an adequate education, the court 

declared, and it would defer to the legislature to assess 

adequacy . The court could not justify declaring the state 

school financing system inadequate because per-pupil funding 

disparities existed. 102 

The New York Court of Appeals ruled that New York's 

foundation distribution system did not violate either the New 

York Constitution or the equal protection clause of the U.S. 

Constitution. 103 The court in its decision declared that New 

York had consistently been among the nation's leaders in per

pupil school funding. Disparities among districts did exist, 

and metropolitan areas were hardest hit. However, no claim 

had been made that any districts provided schooling below 

state mandated requirements; only the disparities were in 

question. 104 Because of the complex nature of funding 

schools, the court declared that it was best left to the 

Legislature and its staff and the professionals in the 

executive branch. Though the court was responsible for 

overseeing compliance with constitutional mandates, no 

violation was evidenced in this case. 105 

The court cited Rodriguez 106 in deciding to use the 

rational basis test of the school finance system. The state 

had a rational purpose in allowing local control of 
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education, and the funding disparities are the result of 

local wealth differences not legislative actions. 107 

Therefore, according to the court, no violation of either 

constitution had been demonstrated. Furthermore, though the 

court considered education important, it was not a 

fundamental right. 1oa 

The court further found that the state Constitution 

required only that a system of free public schooling be 

provided, not equitable per-pupil educational funding. The 

state had complied with this requirement by establishing 

minimum standards, both in funding and other educational 

areas, with which all local school boards must comply. 

Therefore, the school finance system was ruled not violative 

of either constitution. 

The Maryland Supreme Court declared that state's school 

foundation distribution system constitutionally valid in 

light of the U.S. Constitution, the Maryland Constitution, 

and the Maryland Declaration of Rights. 109 With regard to the 

state constitutional issue, the court ruled that the state 

was not required to provide exact funding levels per pupil. 110 

In any event, the state had undertaken through the years to 

provide increased equalization of expenditures, and the 

current formula helped ease inequities. The "thorough and 

efficient" requirement of the state constitution denoted some 

measure of local control and autonomy in the realm of public 



education. With shared responsibility some measure of 

funding differentiation should be expected. 111 

Citing Rodriguez 112 in dealing with the u.s. 
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Constitutional issue, the court ruled that education should 

not be declared a fundamental right, and therefore strict 

scrutiny should not be applied because of non-fundamentality 

and the nonexistence of a suspect class based on wealth 

alone . 113 Furthermore, no purposeful discrimination by the 

state was in evidence. 114 Only the rational basis test need 

be applied, and the state had a rational basis for using the 

formula to foster local control and autonomy . 115 Therefore , 

the state school funding formula was not i n violation of 

either constitution or the Declaration of Rights. 116 

The Arkansas Supreme Court declared that state's school 

finance system unconstitutional using the less rigorous 

rational relationship test . 117 The court could not find a 

rational relationship between the disparity of per-pupil 

funding among districts and the needs of individual 

districts. At issue in the case was whether the financing 

system provided by the state foundation plan violated the 

Arkansas Constitution. 

The court did not use the strict scrutiny test in this 

case, and therefore avoided the question of whether education 

was a fundamental right. The court instead applied the 

rational relationship test, finding no such relationship 

between the foundation plan and the individual needs of the 
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school districts with regard to funding. 118 The court 

rejected the claim that the purpose of the foundation plan 

was to promote local control of education, declaring that the 

provision of more equitable funding would not diminish local 

control. Furthermore, low levels of per-pupil funding 

deprived poor districts of effective control of education. 11 9 

In Oklahoma, the state school finance system was charged 

with violating the equal protection clause of the U.S. 

Constitution and several provisions of the Oklahoma 

Constitution. 120 The Oklahoma Supreme Court eventually 

rendered a decision, declaring the system constitutionally 

valid. 

The challenge to the system was that the inequitable 

per-pupil funding levels which resulted from the state 

foundation plan deprived children in districts with lower 

property values the opportunity for a good education, a 

violation of the equal protection clause. 121 The court 

declared that, under equal protection analysis, legislative 

acts such as the foundation plan should be considered valid 

by the courts unless a suspect class had been deprived of 

rights or if any fundamental right had been violated. 122 

Citing Rodriguez. 123 the court found that neither of these 

conditions existed. Furthermore, the allegation was not the 

complete denial of a free public education to any child, just 

inequitable per-pupil expenditures. 124 The court furthermore 

declared that the purpose of the plan was to allow local 



control of education and autonomy, and therefore a rational 

relat i onship existed between the system and a legitimate 

state purpose. 12s 
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The plaintiffs argued that the U.S. Supreme Court 

decision in Rodriguez 126 need not apply, that different 

circumstances existed in Oklahoma than in Texas. The Court 

claimed that the two state school systems, including the 

funding plans, were not dissimilar. The Oklahoma court had 

no reason to rule differently than the U.S. Supreme Court. 127 

The plaintiffs charged that the state school financing 

system was in violation of several provisions of the state 

constitution. First, because education is specifically 

mentioned in the Oklahoma Constitution (unlike the U.S. 

Constitution), it should qualify as a fundamental right. 128 

The court, however, ruled that mere mention of education, or 

any other phenomenon, in the state constitution did not 

establish it as a fundamental right. 129 Furthermore, 

providing equitable funding per-pupil was not mentioned in 

the Oklahoma Constitution. 130 

Second, the plaintiffs argued that funding inequities 

resulted in a violation of the constitutional requirement or 

uniformity i n the application of laws throughout the state. 

The court countered that the Legislature had established a 

foundation plan that applies throughout the state in uniform 

fashion. 131 
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The plaintiffs challenged the use of ad valorem taxation 

in the foundation plan, claiming that the resultant funding 

disparities violated the equal protection clause of the 

Oklahoma Constitution. 132 The court rejected this argument, 

saying that the foundation plan had been established to 

minimize the differences caused by varying levels of district 

wealth. 133 The court further held that it was obligated to 

uphold the constitutionality of a given act of the 

Legislature unless it could be demonstrated that the 

Legislature acted arbitrarily or capriciously. The Court 

could find no such violation with regard to the school 

finance legislation. Thus, the finance system was upheld as 

constitutiona1. 134 

In South Carolina, the foundation distribution system 

was upheld by the State Supreme Court as valid in light of 

the South Carolina Constitution. 135 According to the court, 

the Legislature was constitutionally mandated to provide a 

system of schooling, but the Legislature had discretion in 

how to fund the system. Legislative actions such as those 

relating to funding schools should normally be considered 

valid by the courts. 136 

The plaintiffs also charged that students residing in 

poor districts were denied equal educational opportunity. 

The Supreme Court, however, declared that the foundation 

system included a funding methodology which granted more 



state money to poor districts. Therefore the system was a 

rational means of equalizing educational opportunity. 

The Montana foundation distribution system was charged 

with violating the Montana Constitution. 137 The plaintiffs 

charged that although the state finance system included 

interdistrict equalizing provisions, per-pupil funding 

differences among school districts were as high as eight to 

one, and thus equal opportunity was being denied. 138 
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The defendants argued that the state foundation plan had 

been established to foster equal opportunity, and therefore 

the constitution was not violated. 139 Additionally, according 

to the defendants, outputs (i.e., assessments based on 

factors such as standardized test scores and dropout rates) 

should have been used to measure equal opportunity instead of 

inputs (i.e., funding) . 140 The defendants further argued that 

although the Constitution established as a goal of the state 

equal educational opportunity, the document declared local 

control of schooling as a state goal. With local control 

naturally disparate per-pupil spending levels occurred. 141 

The Montana Supreme Court ruled that the system was in 

violation of the constitution. The court declared that the 

state failed to present convincing evidence that outputs 

rather than inputs signified equal educational opportunity, 

and that funding disparities were not demonstrably caused by 

local control of schooling. Furthermore the court ruled that 

equal educational opportunity was not just an aspirational 
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goal but a constitutional guarantee. Because of the failure 

of the state to equalize educational expenditures (due in 

part to the inadequate funding of the foundation program) the 

state had failed to provide equal educational opportunity for 

all children. 142 

The Texas foundation distribution system was charged 

with violating the Texas Constitution based on huge 

differences in the property wealth of school districts. 143 

Because 50 percent of school funding statewide was derived 

from local sources and because localities relied heavily on 

ad volarem taxation, wide school funding disparities 

resulted. A 700 to 1 ratio in property value existed between 

the wealthiest and poorest school districts, while the per

pupil spending gap was $19,333 to $2,112. 144 

The Supreme Court of Texas declared the school finance 

system unconstitutional. The court stated that the amount of 

money spent on pupils had a significant impact on educational 

opportunity. Pupils residing in poor districts were in a 

cycle of poverty which deprived them of educational 

opportunity. These poor districts, despite normally taxing 

at a higher rate, still raised less revenue than the wealthy 

districts, thus giving their schools a reputation for 

inadequacy. Industry, a key to increasing local wealth, was 

not attracted to localities with high tax rates and inferior 

schools. 145 



The court admitted that the Texas Legislature had 

through the years attempted to lessen the interdistrict 

funding disparities through the Foundation School Program 

(FSP). Although the FSP was designed to provide more state 
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money to poorer districts, not enough moneys had been 

provided to guarantee minimum funding. The court declared 

that the constitutional mandate of the state had not been met 

by the FSP. 146 

Much of the court's discussion revolved around the 

concept of efficiency as found in the state constitution. 

The court declared that determination of efficiency was not 

necessarily the exclusive realm of the political system and 

therefore outside judicial control. The constitution did not 

give exclusive discretion to the legislature for determining 

what is efficient. Although "efficient" was not specifically 

defined in the constitution, a standard was provided for the 

courts to use to determine whether the constitution had been 

violated. The court had the constitutional duty to determine 

whether the legislature was fulfilling its constitutional 

duty . 147 

The state had argued that "efficient" meant simple and 

inexpensive. The court found no evidence of this claim. 

According to the court, for the school system to be efficient 

districts should have similar revenue available to them, 

providing all children with equal educational opportunity. 



This was not the case, and therefore the school system was 

not financially efficient. 14B 
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In Kentucky the school finance system, which included a 

foundation as well as a guaranteed yield component, was 

challenged, the charge being that large school funding 

disparities among Kentucky districts violated both the U.S. 

and Kentucky Constitutions. 149 The Kentucky Supreme Court 

declared the finance program, as well as the entire state 

public school system, in violation of the Kentucky 

Constitution. The high court in its decision did not condemn 

the system in light of the U.S. Constitution, declaring that 

because the educational system had been ruled in violation of 

the Kentucky Constitution an analysis of U.S. Constitutional 

issues was not necessary. 1so 

The litigation revolved largely around the concept of 

efficiency. The representatives of the state argued that 

because the Kentucky Constitution required the Legislature to 

provide an efficient system of schools, the General Assembly, 

not the courts, was the organization responsible for 

determining whether the system was indeed efficient. The 

court, however, ruled that it had the constitutional 

authority to review the legislation which established the 

school finance system to determine its constitutionality. 

Therefore, the court could pass judgment on the efficiency of 

the state"s school system, and thus the finance system 



supporting it, because efficiency was required by the state 

Constitution, 151 
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The high court agreed that efficiency, to a large 

degree, referred to substantial uniformity of resources being 

applied throughout the school system, resulting in 

substantial equal opportunity for a good education. The 

court relied on the testimony of experts who claimed that a 

significant positive correlation existed between level of 

expenditure and overall quality of education, and that 

students who were provided lower levels of funding were prone 

to receiving a lower quality education. These experts 

presented data showing that districts with low per-pupil 

expenditures had more restricted curricula and lower overall 

achievement test scores . 1 52 

Therefore, the court ruled that an efficient system of 

common schools had not been provided because of substantially 

different levels of school funding among districts throughout 

the state. Because of heavy reliance on local resources to 

fund the public schools and the resultant per-pupil 

expenditure differences based on relative local property 

values, the General Assembly had created an inefficient 

educational system. The Supreme Court agreed that although 

the General Assembly had in recent years passed legislation 

which provided a greater degree of equalization of funding 

among districts, huge per-pupil disparities among districts 

still existed at the time of the case. 153 



In summary, the challenges to school foundation 

distribution methodologies in state courts have met with 

mixed success. All of the cases discussed dealt 

specifically with the equity effects of state foundation 

formulas for distributing school funds. The next 

section includes a discussion of the theoretical 

framework of the foundation system of school finance as 

well as examples of state foundation systems which 

provide a funding component for equalizing local 

discretionary revenues. 

Foundation Method of Financing schools 
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A foundation program of financing education is one in 

which the state and local districts contribute jointly to the 

financing of education is such a way that each child is 

provided a minimum educational program. In order to 

accomplish this for each student, the foundation program is 

based on the ability of districts to pay for this minimum 

educational program . 154 In other words, the level of state 

support varies inversely with local wealth, thereby providing 

each district a foundation of fiscal support for educational 

programs. 155 

Under a foundation system, theoretically, the poorest 

district of the state should be able to financially support 

the appropriate level of education for each student to the 

same degree as the wealthiest, given the same amount of 
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taxing effort. Thus, both per-pupil as well as taxpayer 

equity are recognized with this distribution system. The 

state under a foundation system generally establishes a 

minimum local property tax rate which all districts must pass 

in order to receive state funding . 156 Additionally, a minimum 

base expenditure for each district is obtained due to state 

support. 157 

Theoretically, beyond the foundation level local 

districts are able to provide funding to finance additional 

programs or services above and beyond the foundation level 

within the parameters established by state constitution or 

statutes. Such additional funding may cause disequalizing 

effects in the system overall . 158 

The foundation plan includes a legislatively determined 

minimum program from which a local share, based on 

legislatively determined tax rate is subtracted . The 

remainder is the amount of support from the state necessary 

to finance such a program. 1 59 Operationally, the amount of 

state aid is determined as follows: 

Si= (Pix Fstate) - (Vali x rstate) 

where Si is the state aid to the ith district, Pi is the 

number of students (as calculated in the state) in the ith 

district, Fstate is the foundation level as established by 

the state, Vali is the assessed valuation of property for the 
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ith district, and rstate is the tax rate set by the local 

district. 160 The foundation amount established by the state 

is multiplied by the the number of pupils to produce the 

total foundation funding for that district. From this 

product is subtracted the amount the district is required to 

contribute, based on the local tax rate and the total 

assessed valuation for that district. The difference between 

the total foundation funding level and the amount contributed 

by the district is the amount of state aid to that district. 

Currently thirty-eight states use some modification of a 

foundation program to support public education. 161 Such a 

funding program has as a rationale the provision for each 

child in the state a foundational level of education whether 

the child resides in a relatively wealthy local school 

district or a poorer one. 162 Yet, despite this recognition by 

states to take an active funding role in order to equalize to 

a minimally acceptable level for all children, nearly every 

one of these states allows local districts to apply locally 

determined millage rates in order to levy funds above the 

foundation level guaranteed by the state. 163 Although the 

states impose certain limitations and restrictions on the 

amount and use of these additional funds, the effects may 

nonetheless be disequalizing. 

Some states that fund public schools through a 

foundation formula employ a two-tiered system, by which the 

basic program includes the equalization foundation program, 
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and additional discretionary funds levied by districts are 

separately equalized by the state. 164 The second level is 

equalized through a resource accessibility program, either a 

guaranteed tax base (GTB) or guaranteed yield (GTY). A brief 

discussion of the operationalization of typical GTB and GTY 

programs is provided followed by a discussion of the 

distribution systems of the states that at the time of this 

writing use or have recently used a GTB or GTY to augment a 

foundation formula. 

The GTB and GTY systems are similar to the foundation 

plan in that all include equalizing educational opportunity 

through state support in inverse proportion to districts' 

ability to pay. 165 Unlike a foundation state, a state using a 

GTB or GTY system does not establish a minimum foundational 

level of educational support and a minimum tax rate to be 

levied by districts. Rather, the levels of support are 

locally determined . 166 Thus, the GTB and GTY formulas include 

equal access to resources, rather than the minimum funding 

level included in the foundation program. 167 

The GTB plan operates on the assumption that all 

districts should have access to the same tax base wealth per

pupil. The state establishes a guaranteed tax base, and the 

state simply provides each district sufficient funding that, 

when combined with local funds, is equivalent to funding that 

would be raised given the guaranteed tax base. The local 

districts are allowed the discretion to determine local 
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expenditures as well as the local tax rate. 168 The GTY is 

similar to the GTB except that the state sets a tax yield 

level for all property in the state rather than a tax base. 169 

The GTB and GTY have identical formulas. The formulas 

are mathematically expressed as follows: 

Si = (Pi) (Expi) - [1 - (C x Adj .Val . i)] 

where Si is the state aid to district i, Pi is the number of 

students as calculated by the state in district i, Expi is 

the dollar per-pupil expenditure set by district i, c is the 

state share percentage factor, and Adj.Val.i is the ratio of 

assessed valuation per-pupil for district i compared to that 

of the average assessed valuation for all districts. 170 

This method is equitable in terms of both per-pupil 

funding and taxpayer effort. Every child is guaranteed a 

certain level of funding commensurate with his or her 

educational need given the level of tax effort exerted in the 

local school district. Each mill of tax effort results in 

the same levy per pupil, thus promoting equity among 

taxpayers. 

Several states currently use or have recently used a 

funding scheme which involves a foundation component in 

combination with a GTB or GTY model. In Georgi a, for 

example, the Quality Basic Education (QBE) foundation program 

is supplemented by a GTB component . Under the QBE, state aid 
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to a district is a product of the weighted pupil count times 

the guaranteed financial support base minus the local fair 

share, which is the local contribution required for 

participation in the foundation program. 171 The local 

contribution is based on a state mandated millage rate 

applied to assessed property equalized at 40 percent of 

market value, or a rate which would generate 50 percent of 

the district's foundation amount, whichever is smaller. 172 

The GTB component is available only to districts below the 

90th percentile in terms of property wealth per-pupil that 

levy taxes above the state mandated millage rate. For 

additional mills above the state mandated level, the state 

pays the difference between the amount actually generated and 

the amount that would be generated by applying the millage 

rate to the assessed value of property in a district at the 

90th percentile . 173 

In Montana, a foundation program is supplemented by a 

GTB component. 174 The foundation level of support is variable 

according to categories based on average number belonging 

(ANB), which represents enrollment. The foundation level 

thus increases with ANB. The state provides funding for this 

foundational level per ANB category after subtracting a 

portion which is raised at the county level. No equalization 

funds must be provided by local districts themselves with the 

exception of elementary districts with fewer than ten ANB 



which are not classified as isolated. These districts must 

raise 50 percent of the foundation amount. 175 
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Under the GTB component districts may levy additional 

mills for the general fund and counties for the teacher 

retirement fund. The state guarantees a yield equivalent to 

the average mill yield for each of these permissive mills. 176 

Oklahoma public schools are financed by a foundation 

program supplemented by the Salary Incentive Aid, which is 

comparable to a GTY supplement. Foundation aid for each 

district is determined by multiplying a legislatively 

established Base Foundation Support Level by weighted Average 

Daily Membership (ADM). State foundation aid is determined 

by taking this product and subtracting 15 mills times the 

assessed valuation of the district from the previous year 

plus a 4 mill county levy and other minor adjustments. 177 

Districts may further apply millage rates above the 

fifteen mill foundation portion for the Salary Incentive Aid 

portion component, in which the state provides funds to 

assure a guaranteed yield. State Salary Incentive Aid is 

determined by multiplying an incentive aid guarantee by the 

district's ADM then subtracting the number of additional 

mills times the assessed valuation of the district. 178 

In Kentucky the state provides GTY funding to augment 

the state foundation distribution system. A certain per

pupil dollar amount is guaranteed under the foundation 

portion of the state funding program. The state grants each 
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district the difference between what was raised through 

application of a state mandated millage rate on assessed 

valuation of local property and what was required to meet the 

aggregate foundation per-pupil funding level. 179 Districts 

are permitted to exceed this minimum foundational level, and 

those that chose to do so are provided matching funds from 

the state not to exceed 15 percent of their entitlement to 

ensure a minimum yield. The revenue obtained through this 

additional levy is equalized at 150 percent of the average 

statewide per-pupil property assessment. 180 Districts are 

permitted to increase financing up to an additional 30 

percent without a matching grant from the state. 181 

A three-tiered finance system used in Texas was recently 

invalidated by the Texas Supreme Court. 182 However, a brief 

discussion of the system as it existed prior to its 

invalidation by the court will be provided to exemplify the 

operationalization of foundation distribution systems 

augmented by GTB or GTY components. 

The Texas system included a foundation, a GTY and an 

unequalized component. With Tier I, the foundational 

component, the state granted a district the difference 

between the amount required to fund each student's education 

at a certain foundation level and what was actually levied 

locally through application of a state mandated millage rate 

against assessed valuation of local property . 183 The state 

under Tier II ensured that for any district that chose to tax 
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above the foundation millage rate a certain dollar level per

pupil for each additional cent of tax rate, up to a maximum 

rate of taxation. 184 Under Tier III additional millage rates 

above the guaranteed yield band were permitted but not 

matched by state funds. 185 

The present study included data from the foundation 

distribution system of the state of Florida for fiscal year 

1992-93. Florida schools were funded through a foundation 

system, although the state did not equalize dollars raised 

through application of the discretionary or capital outlay 

and maintenance millage rates. The degree of disequalization 

caused by the revenues raised through the application of 

these millage rates was the focus of the present study. The 

following section includes a review of previous equity 

studies of Florida's public education funding system. 

Previous Florida school Finance Equity studies 

This study focused on equity aspects of the foundation 

method of public education finance. The foundation plan of 

the state of Florida, the Florida Education Finance Program 

(FEFP), was chosen for the study. The following discussion 

includes a summary of previous equity studies related to the 

FEFP. 

Vaughan examined the equity aspects of the FEFP as part 

of a six state study of the effects of school finance reform 

on minority and poor students. 186 Vaughan addressed two 
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research questions which are specifically relevant to the 

present study. The first included the extent to which 

inequalities in the distribution of educational revenues 

existed prior to and after the implementation of the FEFP. 

The second included the extent to which the level of revenues 

available for education were related to district wealth 

before and after implementation of the FEFP. Vaughan 

examined fiscal data for the 1972-73 school year, prior to 

the implementation of the FEFP, and the 1973-74, 1974-75, and 

1975-76 school years, after FEFP implementation. 187 

Vaughan's conclusion with regard to distribution of per

pupil revenues was that the FEFP was relatively equitable. 

The vast majority of Florida's public school pupils fell 

between the tenth and ninetieth percentile of the district 

mean state and local revenue per pupil. The range, 

restricted range, and federal range ratios of state and local 

per-pupil revenue among districts were all relatively low 

after FEFP implementation. Although the coefficients of 

variation of local revenue per-pupil were relatively high, 

they were lower after FEFP implementation than before. 188 

In the area of fiscal neutrality, Vaughan found a strong 

relationship between local wealth and local per-pupil 

revenue, with the effect increasing in strength across the 

four years being studied. A significant relationship also 

existed between local wealth and state and local revenues per 

pupil. Although the relationship was smaller after the 



implementation of the FEFP, it was nevertheless significant. 

Vaughan concluded that the FEFP was not very wealth neutral, 

although greater wealth neutrality was evident in Florida 

after the implementation of the FEFP. 189 
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Carroll and Park conducted equity analyses for five 

states, including Florida. 190 The intent of the Florida 

portion of the study, which was a follow-up to a similar 

study conducted by Carroll in 1979, 191 was to compare the 

equity of the Florida state distribution system before the 

current finance formula (FEFP) with the distribution which 

existed prior to implementation. Included in the study were 

fiscal comparisons made for the 1972-73 school year (before 

the FEFP) against the 1975-76 school year (after FEFP 

implementation). These comparisons were made in terms of 

instructional expenditures as well as revenues at six levels 

of aggregation These included general revenues not 

including Racing Commission funds, general revenues including 

Racing Commission funds, general revenue plus PL 874 

revenues, local plus state revenues, local plus state plus PL 

874 revenues, and total revenues. 192 

Carroll and Park found, through a series of regression 

equations , significant relationships between wealth, based on 

assessed valuation, and per-pupil revenues at all levels of 

aggregation, both before and after the implementation of the 

FEFP. 193 Additionally, a significant relationship was found 
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between instructional expenditures and wealth both before and 

after implementation. 194 

Carroll and Park found no significant relationship 

between household income and revenues and instructional 

expenditures per-pupil before the FEFP, yet a significant 

relationship after implementation. 195 The implementation of 

the FEFP resulted in a weakened relationship between a 

community's tax effort and the availability of school 

revenues as well as instructional expenditures. 196 

Carroll and Park concluded that in terms of both per

pupil revenue availability and instructional expenditures, 

widened disparities resulted after implementation of the 

FEFP. The new program became less fiscally neutral, the 

decline being attributed to the cost adjustment factor 

included in the formula . 197 The overall conclusion reached by 

Carroll and Park was that the reform benefitted larger and 

more urban districts more readily than slightly smaller and 

less urban ones. The greatest benefit reached the less 

poverty prone school districts. 198 

Alexander and Shiver studied the equity of the 

distribution of school funds in Florida, comparing the equity 

that existed before FEFP implementation to equity after 

implementation. 199 Data from the 1970-71 and 1971-72 school 

years, before the FEFP, and the 1974-75, 1976-77, 1978-79, 

and 1980-81 school years, after the implementation of the 

FEFP, were used in the study. 
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Alexander and Shiver studied two levels of aggregation. 

The first included total state and local per-pupil revenues 

and the second the foundation funds per-pupil. Each level of 

revenue was studied in light of several equity related 

statistics. 

In the area of total per-pupil revenue, an increase in 

both the range and the restricted range of the distribution 

was evident. The standard deviation of the distribution 

doubled during the years of the study, while the coefficient 

of variation remained virtually the same. 200 In the area of 

foundation funds per pupil, the distribution range quadrupled 

from 1970-71 to 1980-81, while the restricted range nearly 

quadrupled. Both the standard deviation and the coefficient 

of variation increased between 1970-71 and 1980-81 in the 

area of foundation funds per pupil. 201 

The Gini coefficients increased overall after the 

implementation of the FEFP, both in terms of total state and 

local revenue per pupil and foundation funds per pupil. 

These coefficients demonstrated a decreased level of equity 

by 1980-81. 202 

Alexander and Shiver conducted correlational analyses 

between the two levels of revenue and seven independent 

variables which were claimed to provide indication of 

wealth. 203 The authors argued that increased positive 

correlations between five of the independent variables and 

total revenue and largely increased positive correlations 
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between assessed value per-pupil and foundation funds per

pupil as well as personal income per-pupil and foundation 

funds per-pupil implied that the equalization established 

prior to the FEFP had not been maintained by the FEFP. 204 The 

overall conclusion of Alexander and Shiver based on the 

analysis of these data was that greater equity had not been 

achieved with the implementation of the FEFP. 205 

Stark, Honeyman, and Wood examined equity aspects of the 

FEFP in a study specifically related to the effects of the 

Florida Lottery on public school financing in the state. 20 6 

The study included two basic analyses. The first was the 

degree to which the lottery funds distributed through the 

FEFP (approximately 67 . 2 percent of total lottery funds 

provided to public schools in the state) were used to 

substitute for existing sources of school funding during the 

1989-90 school year. The second analysis, the one relevant 

to the present study, included an examination of the 

remaining lottery funds, those distributed through special 

allocations rather than the FEFP itself. 

Specifically, this second analysis dealt with whether 

these lottery funds not distributed through the FEFP had an 

effect on the equity of the distribution of public education 

funds in the state. Three levels of aggregation were used in 

the analysis. The first included funds distributed through 

the FEFP , through which the degree of equity of the FEFP 

itself could be determined. Second, the FEFP funds plus 
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special allocations from the state's general revenue fund not 

included in the FEFP. Third, the FEFP funds, special 

allocation funds, and lottery funds not distributed through 

the FEFP. 207 

The boxplots showed similarity in variation of 

distributions for the first two levels of aggregation, with 

increased variation with the introduction of lottery 

proceeds. Both the range and the restricted range 

demonstrated decreased level of equity when moving across the 

levels of aggregation. 208 The federal range ratio, though it 

increased across the levels of aggregation, demonstrated that 

the Florida system was equitable. 209 

The variance, standard deviation, and coefficient of 

variation demonstrated cumulatively disequalizing effects 

across the levels of aggregation. The relative mean 

deviation, on the other hand, indicated cumulatively 

increased equity effects. 210 

The Gini coefficient for the FEFP alone, the aggregation 

level pertinent to the present study, was calculated at 

.00916, demonstrating a great deal of horizontal equity in 

the system. Interestingly, the Gini coefficients were 

reduced to .00261 and .00380, respectively, across the other 

two levels of aggregation. 211 

Likewise, the McLoone Index of . 97545 indicated a large 

measure of equity in the FEFP distribution . The McLoone 



Indexes were slightly smaller, .97185 and .97283, for the 

other two levels of aggregation . 212 
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The results of the Gini Coefficient and McLoone Index 

computations demonstrated that, at least in the 1989-90 

school year, the FEFP provided an equitable system of 

distributing school funds. The study did not, however, 

address the equity effects of the discretionary and capital 

outlay and maintenance millage levies. These effects, for 

the 1992-93 school year, were addressed in the present study. 

O'Loughlin, Wood, and Honeyman examined the equity of 

the distribution of FEFP dollars, most specifically looking 

at the effects of the revenues provided in the sparsity 

supplement of the formula on per-pupil equity. 213 The data 

were based on the 1990-91 FEFP calculation, not including 

federal distributions or capital outlay or debt service 

funding. 

In the O'Loughlin, Wood, and Honeyman study, four 

elements were studied with the cumulative equity effects of 

each element being examined. These included the foundation 

program, program supplements, the discretionary local levy, 

and categorical and special allocations. 214 Within each 

element the additional revenues resulting from the sparsity 

supplement were examined to determine the equity effects of 

this particular feature of the FEFP. 215 

The overall results were that the dispersionary measures 

(range, restricted range, federal range ratio, variance, 
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standard deviation, coefficient of variation, McLoone index, 

and Gini coefficient) demonstrated a cumulatively 

disequalizing effect of the FEFP across the four elements 

without the sparsity supplement, and an increased 

disequalizing effect across the four elements in all measures 

except the McLoone index and the Gini coefficient when the 

revenues provided the sparsity supplement were included. A 

disequalizing trend occurred across the four elements for 

school districts below the median when sparsity supplements 

were included . The Gini Coefficient demonstrated an 

equalizing trend across the four elements when the sparsity 

revenues were included. 216 

With regard to the wealth neutrality measures 

(correlation coefficient, coefficient of determination, and 

slope of the regression), a cumulatively increased 

association between wealth per-pupil per district and per

pupil revenues resulted in the formula without taking into 

account the sparsity supplement. With the inclusion of the 

sparsity supplement revenues, a cumulative decrease in the 

strength of association of the two variables occurred. 217 

The overall conclusion was that the basic part of the 

FEFP was relatively equitable, but the addition of 

supplements, discretionary dollars, and categorical 

supplements had disequalizing effects on the distribution of 

education dollars, with the most pronounced effect being that 

of the discretionary levy. Additionally, the distribution of 
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dollars bore a strong inverse relationship to the relative 

property wealth of the district. The sparsity supplement had 

the effect of reducing this relationship. 218 

O'Loughlin, Wood, and Honeyman demonstrated through this 

study that the FEFP distributed school funds in an equitable 

fashion in the 1990-91 school year, with the levies generated 

from application of the discretionary millage rates having 

slightly disequalizing effects in light of the overall 

system. The study did not examine the effects of the equity 

of the FEFP specifically related to the capital outlay and 

maintenance millage, which coupled with the discretionary 

levy was the focus of the present study. 

Currie examined the equity of resources for capital 

outlay in Florida, part of which included assessments of both 

the FEFP and revenues derived from the capital outlay and 

maintenance millage rate. 219 Using 1988-89 data, Currie 

examined four levels of funding. The first included FEFP 

operating expenditures, which consisted of the net FEFP 

allocation, the seventh period allocation, prior year 

adjustments, and the required local effort. The second and 

third levels consisted of the total dollar value of state 

capital outlay funding and the total dollar value of local 

capital outlay funding, respectively. The fourth and final 

level included the combination of state and local capital 

outlay funding. 220 
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The results of the examination at the first level, the 

~EFP, and the third level, local capital outlay funding, were 

of interest in the context of the present study. Results of 

the examination of the equity of the FEFP element provided 

evidence of the relative equity of the foundation system as 

it existed during that fiscal year. The third level included 

an equity assessment of the revenues generated through 

application of the local capital outlay and maintenance 

millage rates . Although this level was more broadly defined 

to include other local sources of capital outlay financing, 

confounding the capital outlay and maintenance levies with 

other local sources, examination of the results provided 

insight for the present study. The levies generated through 

application of the discretionary millage rates were not 

examined in the Currie study. 

The FEFP level of funding demonstrated the greatest 

degree of equity among the four levels studied in terms of 

horizontal equity measures. The per-pupil range, restricted 

range, interquartile range, and federal range ratio were 

calculated at $368.65, $305.15, $143.03, and .13, 

respectively. 221 The standard deviation, coefficient of 

variation, and relative mean deviation per-pupil were $91.79, 

.04, and .03, respectively. 222 The McLoone Index of .97 was 

an indication that the distribution of funds to districts 

below the median was nearly perfectly equitable. 223 
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In the area of wealth neutrality, the Gini Coefficient 

of .01 for the FEFP level was an indication of nearly perfect 

equity. 224 The correlation coefficient between local assessed 

valuation of local property and expenditures per-pupil was 

.42 for the entire distribution and .49 for the distribution 

within a 95 percent confidence interval around the mean 

value. The resultant coefficients of determination were .18 

and .24, respectively. 22 5 The author suggested that a strong 

relationship between wealth and FEFP did not exist. 226 

The results of the horizontal equity measurements of the 

local capital outlay funding level indicated less equitable 

distribution than the FEFP. The per-pupil range, restricted 

range, federal range ratio, and interquartile range were 

calculated at $886.59, $731.55, $85.11, and $310.32, 

respectively. 227 The standard deviation, coefficient of 

variation, and relative mean deviation were calculated at 

$217.49, .85, and .70, respectively. 228 The McLoone Index was 

calculated at .67 for the distribution below the median. 22 9 

The results from the wealth neutrality measures 

demonstrated a less equitable distribution from the local 

capital outlay sources than from the FEFP. The Gini 

Coefficient was calculated at .19. 230 The correlation 

coefficient between local assessed valuation per-pupil and 

local capital outlay revenues per-pupil was .72 for the 

entire distribution and .79 for the distribution within a 95 

percent confidence interval around the mean. The associated 
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coefficients of determination were .52 and .63, 

respectively. 231 The author suggested that major violations 

of wealth neutrality in this area existed. 232 Again, the 

revenues resulting from the application of the capital outlay 

and maintenance millage rates were confounded with revenues 

from other local sources of capital outlay financing. 

Nonetheless, the capital outlay and maintenance levies 

contributed to the relatively inequitable distribution as 

determined in the Currie study. 

In summary, though various elements of the equity of 

distribution aspects of the FEFP have been studied, a need 

existed to examine the equity effects of the distributions 

resulting from the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance levies. The present study represents an 

exhaustive analysis of this research question. 

conclusion 

This chapter began with a discussion of the historical 

process by which state governments assumed more active roles 

in providing financial support to school districts in 

recognition of the need to provide less wealthy localities 

larger state grants to make up for smaller tax bases. This 

ideal of state support was developed by the early scholarly 

work of school finance theorists who, writing in the early 

half of the twentieth century, advocated state interventions 

in order to foster per-pupil funding equity. In the latter 
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half of the twentieth century, state distribution 

methodologies were tested in the American federal and state 

judicial systems to determine if state governments were 

providing all students in the state an equivalently adequate 

level of education. The results of these cases in terms of 

school finance equity reform were mixed. Following was a 

discussion of the foundation system of funding schools, the 

most common distribution system currently in use. Finally, 

previous research studies concerning equity effects of this 

Florida funding system were discussed. 

The purpose of this study was to analyze the effects of 

the discretionary millage levies on the fiscal equity of a 

foundation system. The next chapter includes a presentation 

of the specific methodology by which these effects were 

examined. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD 

The present study focused on the effects of revenues 

raised through local discretionary millage rates on the 

fiscal equity of a foundation school distribution system. In 

the previous chapter the relevant literature was reviewed. 

This chapter includes a discussion of the method by which 

these equity effects were examined. 

The chapter begins with a discussion of the population 

from which the data were derived . Following is a description 

of the education funding system of Florida, the state chosen 

for the study. The next section provides a description of 

the design of the data. The chapter concludes with a 

discussion of the method through which the disequalizing 

effects of the local levies were assessed. 

Population 

The foundation distribution system of the state of 

Florida was chosen for this study. Several reasons were 

involved in the selection of Florida as the target state . 

First, Florida's education funding system was well suited to 

the question being addressed. The Florida distribution 

system included a foundation component in which per-pupil 

r-evenues were equalized by the state among the districts. 
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Addit i onally, local districts had the authority to raise two 

discret ionary levies , and the revenues generated by these 

levies were not equalized by the state . Thus, intuitively 

the possibility exists that these levies introduced 

disequalizing effects when added to revenues generated 

through the foundation program. The purpose of this study 

was to determine the magnitude of these disequalizing 

effects, if they indeed existed. 

Second, although at the time of this writing the current 

foundation system of Florida has avoided a major equity court 

decision, 1 the foundation program of any state is susceptible 

to an equity lawsuit. Thus, equity effects such as those 

examined in the present study might be relevant in the 

context of any future equity court decisions. 

Third, the people of Florida are guaranteed by law 

a fiscally equitable system for financing public 

schools . Funds for schools are to be distributed in 

such a manner as to 

... guarantee to each student in the Florida 
public school system the availability of programs 
and services appropriate to his educational needs 
which are substantially equal to those available to 
any similar student notwithstanding geographic 
differences and varying local economic factors. 2 

Assessing the extent to which equity aspects of these legal 

requirements were being met was addressed in the present 

study . 
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Fourth, results from recent studies have indicated that 

the foundation portion of Florida's funding system is 

relatively equitable. 3 Therefore, a good baseline existed 

from which this study operated. The present study included 

an assessment of the degree of disequalization introduced by 

discretionary levies on a relatively equitable foundational 

system . 

Fifth , Florida is one of the nation's most populous 

states and has one of the nation's largest public school 

enrollments. Additionally, both the population in general 

and school enrollment in particular have been growing rapidly 

relative to the nation as a whole. Therefore, Florida is 

significant from a national perspective. 4 Following is a more 

detailed discussion of the population of the present study. 

The public school system of Florida is divided into 

sixty-seven local districts, each countywide. In 1990-91, 

the state served an unweighted full-time membership 

enrollment of 2,043,046.57. The district with the largest 

FTE was Dade at 356,960.28 and the smallest was Glades with 

915.46. 5 

The enrollment of Florida"s public schools has seen a 

pattern of overall growth since the 1970s, while nationally 

school enrollments have declined slightly during that time. 

In 1969-70, the public school enrollment nationwide was 

41,934,376. This enrollment had fallen to 38,288,911 a 

decade later in 1979-80, and had fallen further to 37,778,512 



by 1989-90. The enrollment of Florida"s public schools, 

however , grew steadily during this period. In 1969-70, the 

Florida public school enrollment was 1,312,693 . Enrollment 

had grown to 1,464,461 in 1979-80 and 1,646,583 in 1989-90. 6 

Total expenditures for Florida public schools has 

increased rather dramatically during this same time period. 

In 1969-70, total expenditures were $961,273,000. In 1979-

80, expenditures had grown to $2,766,468,000 and to 

$8,228,531,000 by 1989-90. 7 Per-pupil expenditures likewise 

have undergone a sharp increase. Per-pupil expenditures in 

Florida public schools were $2,461, $3,198, and $4,497 in 

1969-70, 1979-80, and 1989-90, respectively. 8 
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The average statewide per-pupil expenditure was $4,475 

in 1990-91. The per-pupil expenditure among districts ranged 

from a high of $5,489.00 in Hamilton County to a low of 

$3,836 in Clay County. 9 The following section provides a 

description of how funds are distributed to Florida school 

districts. 

EEIT 

Florida"s public schools are funded primarily through 

the Florida Education Finance Program (FEFP), the state 

school funding mechanism since 1973. 10 The basic component of 

the FEFP is a foundation formula which is equalizing in 

nature. The state in addition to the foundational grants 

provides categorical funding and special allocations to 
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finance more specific educational needs of the various local 

school districts. 11 Following is a brief introductory 

overview of the calculation of the FEFP formula in 1992-93, 

after which a more detailed discussion of the system is 

provided. 

The funds distributed to each local school district 

through the FEFP were calculated by multiplying the full-time 

equivalent (FTE) enrollment of each specific program of 

education by the program cost factor assigned it by the 

Legislature. The resultant weighted FTEs were multiplied by 

the base student allocation. This product was multiplied by 

the district cost differential, which accounted for disparate 

costs of living of the communities served by the various 

districts. 

To this new product supplemental allocations were added, 

depending on district eligibility. These included the 

declining enrollment supplement, sparsity supplement, and 

funding adjustment. When eligible supplements had been 

added, the result was the total state and local dollars to 

which the district was entitled. The required local effort, 

the amount the district was required to contribute in order 

to participate in the FEFP, was subtracted, resulting in the 

State FEFP contribution to that school district. To this 

result, adjustments were made, resulting in the net state 

FEFP allocation to the district. 12 
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The aggregate amount of moneys to be distributed to the 

local school districts from the state is annually determined 

through legislative appropriation. 13 For 1992-93 a total of 

$4,165,594,766 was appropriated from the state treasury to be 

distributed to the local districts through the FEFP. Of 

this, $40,500,00 was appropriated from the State School Trust 

Fund and the remainder from the General Revenue Fund. 14 

The formula was enrollment driven, and therefore each 

district's funding was based on weighted FTE . Each 

district's weighted FTE was calculated through surveys taken 

throughout the year of student membership in the various 

programs. 15 The FTE for each program area was weighted 

according to cost factors assigned to the individual program 

areas . The weighted FTE for the district was the product of 

the FTE of each program area and the program area"s cost 

factor. 16 

In utilizing these program cost factors, differences in 

educational costs based on grade level differences and 

differences based on program of instruction were recognized. 

Grade level and programmatic cost factors were incorporated 

into the FEFP which were designed to base financial support 

on these differences . 17 The use of cost factors resulted in a 

system of unequal treatment of unequals, which addressed the 

problem of vertical equity. A list of the cost factors 

assigned by the Florida Legislature for the 1992-93 fiscal 

year is included in appendix A. 



Weighted FTEs as determined herein were multiplied 

by the base student allocation (BSA) . 18 The BSA was set 

at $2,256.98 by the Florida Legislature for the 1992-93 

school year. 19 Three adjustments were made to this 

amount in recognition of varying fiscal conditions faced 

by the local districts. These included the district 

cost differential, the declining enrollment supplement, 

and the sparsity supplement. 

The district cost differential was intended to 

equalize distributions to districts based on the 

relative costs of living associated with the communities 

they serve. The cost factors used in the formula were 

based on the Florida Price Level Index as determined by 

the Office of the Governor. Specifically, the sum of 

the last three year's indexes were divided by three, 

multiplied by 0.008 and added to 0.200. 20 In the 1992 

Appropriations Act, these differentials were indexed in 

such a way that the lowest value was 1.000. 

Additionally, the districts were placed in regions 

corresponding to the state"s judicial circuits, and all 

districts in a given region were given the highest value 

calculated for any district in the region. 21 

The declining enrollment supplement was intended to 

alleviate the decrease in funding which accompanies a 

drop in enrollment. Districts with a decrease in 

unweighted FTE from the prior year were provided an 
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allocation. 22 For these eligible districts, 50 percent 

of the decline was multiplied by the prior year FEFP per 

unweighted FTE and added to the current year 

allocation. 23 

The sparsity supplement was intended to assist 

rural districts that faced additional cost burdens 

associated with population sparsity (i.e., higher per

pupil transportation costs) . 24 An allocation was 

provided to districts with an unweighted FTE of 19,000 

or less. A total of $20,000,000 was distributed through 

the sparsity supplement for the 1992-93 school year. 25 
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The result of the addition of eligible supplements to 

the product of the weighted FTE and the BSA was the total 

gross state and local FEFP dollars available to the district. 

A funding adjustment was applied to ensure that the district 

received the same percentage change in funding as occurred in 

1991-92. 26 From this result the aggregate required local 

effort (RLE) was subtracted. The district's RLE was based on 

the product of the RLE millage rate and the local assessed 

valuation of property. 27 Following is a discussion of the 

method by which the RLE millage rates for all districts were 

determined. 

The aggregate required local revenue used for general 

funding of schools (in addition to the state contribution 

through the FEFP) is determined on an annual basis by the 

Legislature. 2-B For the 1992-93 fiscal year, the aggregate 
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local amount was set at $3,034,690,407. 29 Using the tax rolls 

provided by the Department of Revenue, the commissioner of 

education computed the millage rate which when applied to 95 

percent of the total nonexempt property in the state would 

generate the proscribed aggregate required local effort. 3 0 

The result was the basic millage rate for all the districts. 

Equalization factors were then used to determine the specific 

RLE millage rates for the individual districts. The factor 

for a given district was equal to the quotient of the prior 

year's state aggregate assessment level divided by the prior 

year's assessment of that district, subtracted from one. The 

resultant equalization factor was then multiplied by the 

basic millage rate to determine the RLE millage rate for the 

district. 31 School board approval of the RLE millage rate was 

required in order for a given district to receive FEFP funds 

from the state. 32 

The subtraction of the required local effort from the 

gross state and local FEFP dollars resulted in the state FEFP 

dollars. To this amount funding adjustments were made, which 

accounted for arithmetical errors, tax roll changes, FTE 

errors or other allocation errors. The result of these 

adjustments was the net state FEFP dollars. 33 The combination 

of the net state FEFP funds and the required local effort 

represented the foundation element of the FEFP. 

In addition to foundation funding, categorical program 

funds and special allocations were made to the districts. 
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Because these categorical programs and special allocations 

were not part of the analysis of the present study, these 

special funding programs for 1992-93 are listed briefly 

without being discussed in detail. Categorical programs 

included Comprehensive School Construction and Debt Service, 34 

Community Schools, 35 School Lunch, 36 Instructional Materials, 37 

and Student Transportation. 38 Special Allocations were Blue 

Print for Career Preparation, Pre-School Projects, Safe 

Schools, Summer Inservice Institutes, Programs of Emphasis, 

Full Service Schools/Interagency Cooperation, and Education 

Business Cooperative. 39 

The local revenue used to support public schools in 

Florida for any given year is derived from property 

taxation. 40 Local school districts are authorized to tax 

property for support of education by the Florida 

Constitution. 41 Five categories of millages are used for 

support of public schools. The first is the required local 

effort school operating millage, as established in the FEFP. 42 

The second is the discretionary millage, determined by each 

local school board (within the statutory limitations) without 

a vote of the electorate. 43 The third is the capital outlay 

and maintenance millage, determined by each school board 

without a vote of the electorate. 44 The remaining two millage 

cat egories require both local school board and voter 

approval. The fourth category is a special school operating 

millage45 and the fifth is a debt service millage. 46 Local 
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districts are prohibited by the Florida Constitution from 

exceeding 10 mills from the combination of the required local 

effort, discretionary, and capital outlay and maintenance 

rates in a given year . 47 

The present study focused on the disequalizing effects 

of the two nonvoted millage rates, discretionary millage and 

the school capital improvement millage, when combined with 

revenues obtained through the equalized foundation portion of 

the FEFP. Thus, the focus was on the disequalizing effects 

of the two rates which each were applied at local board 

discretion . 

The discretionary millage rate, the levies from which 

were not equalized by the state, was determined by each 

individual school board without a vote by the local 

electorate. Districts were permitted to use revenues 

qbtained from the application of the discretionary millage 

rate to support current operations. The Legislature annually 

prescribes the maximum discretionary millage rate that the 

districts may choose, never to exceed 1.6 mills. 48 The 1992-

93 maximum discretionary millage rate was set at 0.510 mills 

by the Florida Legislature. 49 

The capital outlay and maintenance millage rate for a 

given district was determined by the local school board 

without the approval of the electorate. There are statutory 

requirements and restrictions concerning the levies resulting 

from the application of the capital outlay and maintenance 
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rates. These revenues could be used for district new 

construction and modeling projects, sites and site 

improvement or expansion to new sites, existing auxiliary 

facilities or ancillary facilities, 50 or to fund maintenance, 

renovation, and repair of existing school plants. 51 These 

revenues could furthermore be used to support pupil 

transportation by their use in purchasing school buses, 

driver education vehicles, plaint maintenance related 

vehicles, security vehicles, or vehicles related to storing 

or distributing materials and equipment. 52 New or replacement 

equipment could also be purchased using these funds. 53 

Districts were permitted to use the revenues obtained 

through the capital outlay and maintenance rate for payments 

for educational facilities and sites due under a lease

purchase agreement, as long as these funds do not exceed one

half of the total levy from the millage rate. 54 The revenues 

could be used for the payment of certain loans used to 

finance school facilities. 55 These loans were restricted to a 

term of one year or less, unless otherwise extended by the 

lender but never to exceed four years. Additionally, the 

amount of the loan could not exceed one-fourth of the total 

ad volarem revenue from the preceding fiscal year. 56 

Districts could also use these revenues to pay costs 

related to complying with state and federal environmental 

requirements and regulations governing school facilities. 57 



Finally , these revenues could be used to support payment of 

the costs of leasing relocatable educational facilities. 58 
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Of the three nonvoted, locally derived millage rates 

used for support of schools, only the required local effort 

portion was supplemented by matching state funds in order to 

equalize the distribution among districts. The discretionary 

levies and the levies resulting from the capital improvement 

millages were not equalized on a statewide basis. The 

disequalizing effects of these levies when combined with 

foundation program revenues is the focus of this study. The 

following section includes a discussion of the specific 

method by which these equity effects were examined. 

Design 

This study addressed the question, "To what extent did 

local discretionary levies introduce disequalizing effects 

into an equalized foundation program?" The previous section 

included a summary of the FEFP as it operated in 1992 - 93 

f i scal year . The current section includes a discussion of 

the des i gn of the study. 

Fiscal equity in the realm of education finance refers 

to fairness in the distribution of fiscal resources. Any 

examination of the fiscal equity of a distribution system 

requires measurement of fiscal resources in order to 

determine the degree to which the distribution is equitable. 

Generally, either per-pupil expenditures or per -pupil 
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revenues are used to represent resource availability in 

equity studies. In the current study, per-pupil revenues 

were chosen as the measurement object. The rationale for 

choosing per-pupil revenues as opposed to per-pupil 

expenditures was the fact that revenues could be matched with 

their millage rate source, whereas expenditures were not 

~dentified by such a source. Thus, in the present study per

pupil revenues was representative of resources used to 

support education. 

To determine the degree of disequity caused by 

introduction of revenues raised through application of the 

discretionary millages and capital outlay and maintenance 

millages, per-pupil revenues were examined across seven 

levels of aggregation. The first level included the per

pupil revenues distributed through the foundation portion of 

the FEFP. An examination of this aggregate level provided a 

baseline from which the degree of disequalization caused by 

the two local discretionary levies was assessed. 

The second and third levels of aggregation included the 

distribution among the local districts of per-pupil revenues 

raised through application of the discretionary and the 

capital outlay and maintenance millage rates, respectively. 

An analysis of per-pupil revenues distribution in these two 

levels of aggregation demonstrated the relative degree of 

fiscal inequity, if any, of each of the locally determined 

millage rate levies. The fourth level of aggregation 
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included the combination of the discretionary and the capital 

outlay and maintenance levies, and the results from this 

level indicated the total degree of disequalization resulting 

from the two levies. 

The fifth, sixth, and seventh levels of aggregation 

included combinations of the first through fourth. The fifth 

aggregation level included the per-pupil revenues distributed 

through the foundation portion of the FEFP combined with the 

per-pupil revenues raised through application of the 

discretionary millage rate. The sixth level of aggregation 

included a combination of per-pupil revenues distributed 

through the foundation portion of the FEFP combined with the 

per-pupil revenues raised through application of the capital 

outlay and maintenance millage rate. The results from these 

two levels, when compared to the results from aggregate level 

one, indicated the magnitude of the inequity introduced 

through application of each of the two unequalized millage 

rates, respectively. 

The seventh and final level of aggregation included the 

combination of the per-pupil revenues distributed through the 

foundation program, the per-pupil revenues generated through 

application of the discretionary millage rate, and the per

pupil revenues generated through application of the capital 

outlay and maintenance millage rate. The results from this 

final level of aggregation, when compared to the results from 

aggregate level one which included the foundation portion 



only , demonstrated the total disequalizing effects of the 

revenues generated through the two millage rates. 
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Per-pupil revenues across these seven levels of 

aggregation were examined in light of three standards of 

fiscal equity . These included resource accessibility, wealth 

neutrality, and tax yield. Following is a discussion of each 

of these concepts, coupled with the specific quantitative 

techniques through which they were assessed. 

Measurement 

The previous section included a description of the 

design of the data for this study. In this section the 

method by which fiscal equity was measured is presented. In 

most equity studies resource accessibility, wealth 

neutrality, and tax yield have been the means of assessing 

~he relative equity of a distribution. 59 In the present study 

measures related to all three of these equity constructs were 

used to assess the degree of disequalization introduced by 

the two millage rates. 

In the present study, the revenues generated through the 

application of the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance millage rates were examined to determine the 

effects on student resource accessibility. Resource 

accessibility is a per-pupil equity construct which refers to 

the degree to which all students have access to a roughly 

equivalent resource base of fiscal support for education. 
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The more equivalent accessibility to resources among 

students, the greater the degree of fiscal equity in the 

system for distributing these resources. The mean, range, 

restricted range, federal range ratio, variance, standard 

deviation, and coefficient of variation are typically used to 

measure resource accessibility. 60 

The mean is a measure of the central tendency of a 

distribution. The mean is calculated using the following 

formula: 

[L(Pi Xi) / LPi] / N 

where Pi refers to the number of pupils in district i, Xi is 

the per-pupil revenue in district i and N is the number of 

districts in the state. 61 In the present study a mean amount 

of per-pupil revenues was calculated at each level of 

aggregation. Comparisons of district wide mean per-pupil 

revenues with the statewide mean provided a precursory 

assessment of the differences in resource accessibility among 

the districts. 

The range refers to the difference between the highest 

value and the lowest value in a given distribution. In the 

present study, the range represents the difference between 

the maximum and the minimum per-pupil revenues among all the 

districts. The following formula is used to calculate the 

range: 
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Highest Xi - Lowest Xi 

where Xi is the per-pupil revenue in district i. 62 In the 

present study a separate range was calculated at each level 

of aggregation. 

Larger ranges are evidence of less equivalent resource 

accessibility, whereas smaller ranges indicate greater 

resource accessibility equivalence. In the present study, 

the particular concern was the amount of growth of the range 

with the inclusion of the discretionary and capital outlay 

and maintenance levies into revenues distributed through the 

foundation program . 

The restricted range is the difference between the per

pupil revenues of the district at the 95th percentile and the 

revenues per pupil of the district at the 5th percentile. 

The restricted range has an advantage over the range by 

virtue of the fact that the extremes of the distribution are 

not included in the calculation of the restricted range. 

Therefore, the restricted range is less influenced by 

outliers than the range. 63 

The following formula is used to calculate the 

restricted range: 

Xi at 95 percentile - Xi at 5 percentile 



where Xi is the per-pupil revenue generated in district i. 64 

In the present study a restricted range was calculated for 

per-pupil revenues at each of the seven levels of 

aggregation. 
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Larger restricted ranges are an evidence of less 

equivalent resource accessibility, whereas smaller ranges are 

an indication of greater resource accessibility equivalence. 

In the present study, the particular concern was the amount 

of growth of the restricted range with the inclusion of the 

discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance levies into 

the revenues generated through the foundation program. 

The federal range ratio refers to the ratio of the 

restricted range to the per-pupil revenues of the district at 

the 5th percentile. The following formula is used to 

calculate the federal range ratio: 

(Xi at 95 percentile - Xi at 5 percentile) / 

Xi at 5 percentile 

where Xi is the per-pupil revenue generated in district Xi. 65 

In the present study a federal range ratio was calculated for 

per-pupil revenues at each of the seven levels of aggregation 

included in the present study. 

The federal range ratio is typically restricted to 

values ranging from Oto 1. The lower a federal range ratio, 

the more equivalent the accessibility to resources, with 0 



indicating perfect equity. Increasing federal range ratios 

indicate increasing inequity in the distribution of funds. 
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In the present study, the particular concern was the amount 

of growth of the federal range ratio with the inclusion of 

the discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance levies 

into the revenues distributed through the foundation program. 

The variance refers to the average of the squared 

deviations from the mean. Increasing variance is associated 

with increased variation in the distribution. The variance 

is calculated using the following formula: 

L[Pi (Xp - Xi) 2 ] / LPi 

where Pi refers to the number of pupils in district i, Xp is 

the mean revenues per pupil for all pupils in the state, and 

Xi is per-pupil revenues in district i. 66 In the present 

study the variance in the distribution of per-pupil revenues 

was calculated at each level of aggregation. 

Increasing variance is an indication of less equivalent 

resource accessibility, whereas decreasing variance is an 

indication of greater resource accessibility equivalence. In 

the present study, the particular concern was the amount of 

growth of the variance with the inclusion of the 

discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance levies into 

the revenues distributed through the foundation program. 



The standard deviation is the square root of the 

variance. The following formula is used to calculate the 

standard deviation: 

✓ {I[Pi (Xp - Xi) 2 ] / IPi} 
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where Pi refers to the number of pupils in district i, Xp is 

the mean revenues per pupil for all pupils in the state, and 

Xi is per-pupil revenues in district i. 67 A standard 

deviation was calculated for the revenues per-pupil at each 

of the seven levels of aggregation in the present study. 

Larger standard deviations are associated with less 

equivalent resource accessibility across a distribution, and 

therefore greater inequity. Smaller standard deviations are 

associated with greater resource accessibility equivalence, 

and therefore greater equity. In the present study, the 

particular concern was the amount of increase in the standard 

deviation with the inclusion of the discretionary and capital 

outlay and maintenance levies into the revenues distributed 

through the foundation program. 

A coefficient of variation is the ratio of the square 

root of the variance of the distribution to the mean of the 

distribution. Thus, whereas the variance and the standard 

deviation are expressed in terms of the units in the 

distribution, the coefficient of variance provides a 

standardized ratio, which normally falls between O and 1. 
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The following formula is used to calculate the coefficient of 

variation: 

✓ {I[Pi {Xp - Xi) 2 ) / IPi} / Xp 

where Pi refers to the number of pupils in district i, Xp is 

the mean per-pupil revenues for all pupils in the state, Xi 

is per-pupil revenues in district i, and Xp is the mean per

~upil revenues for all districts. 68 In the present study the 

coefficient of variation was calculated for per-pupil 

revenues at each level of aggregation. 

The coefficient of variation normally falls between 0 

and 1. The lower a coefficient of variation, the more 

equivalent the accessibility to resources, with O indicating 

perfect equity. An increasing coefficient of variation 

indicates increasing inequity. In the present study, the 

particular concern was the amount of growth of the 

coefficient of variation with the inclusion of the 

discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance levies into 

the revenues distributed through the foundation program. 

Through the application of the preceding quantitative 

measures the degree of resource accessibility, the 

equivalence of levels of support for education on a per-pupil 

basis, was assessed. The level of support for the present 

study was expressed as per-pupil revenues. An equitable 

system of funding schools is one in which all students have 
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roughly equivalent access to resources for education. 

Resource accessibility, however, is not the sole determinant 

of the degree of fiscal equity in an education funding 

system. Equity may also be assessed through measuring the 

degree of wealth neutrality and equivalent tax yield. 

Following is a discussion of the measurement of wealth 

neutrality specifically related to the question addressed in 

the present study. 

Wealth neutrality, also referred to as fiscal 

neutrality, is a theoretical concept implying lack of 

relationship between local fiscal conditions and fiscal 

support for education. A wealth neutral system of 

distribution i s one in which a student's level of financial 

support for education is not a function of the relative 

wealth of the district in which he or she is educated. 69 The 

degree of wealth neutrality is generally measured through 

regression techniques, through which the relationship between 

local fiscal conditions and education resources is 

quantified. 70 The regression measurements typically include 

the correlation coefficient, coefficient of determination, 

and regression coefficient . In addition, two econometric 

measures , the Gini coefficient and the McLoone index , provide 

a measure of wealth neutrality. 71 A discussion of these 

measures and their use in the current study, beginning with 

chose related to regression, follows . 
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Correlation refers to the strength, or degree, of the 

relationship between two variables. The correlation 

coefficient provides a measure of the strength of 

association. 72 A correlation coefficient is restricted to 

values ranging from - 1.0 to 1.0. A positive correlation 

coefficient indicates a direct relationship between the two 

variables, with increasing values of the first variable being 

associated with increasing values of the second variable. A 

correlation coefficient of 1.0 indicates a perfect positive 

relationship between the two variables. Conversely, a 

negative correlation coefficient indicates an inverse 

relationship between two variables. In this case, an 

increase in the value of the first variable is associated 

with a decrease in the value of the second variable. A 

correlation coefficient of -1.0 indicates a perfect inverse 

relationship between the two variables. A correlation 

coefficient of 0 indicates that no relationship between the 

two variables exists. 

In assessments of wealth neutrality, a measure of local 

district wealth is correlated with support for education on a 

per-pupil basis. In the present study, per-pupil revenues 

were chosen as the variable representing support for 

education and district assessed valuation was chosen as the 

variable representing local wealth. Assessed valuation was 

the logical choice given the fact that local revenues for 



school support are raised through property taxation in 

Florida. 
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Ideally, a correlation coefficient of zero indicates 

perfect wealth neutrality, an indication that students' level 

of education support is not dependent on local wealth. An 

increasing correlation coefficient is associated with 

decreasing wealth neutrality and therefore greater inequity. 73 

A negative correlation coefficient provides evidence that as 

local assessed valuation increases, there is a corresponding 

decrease in revenues per-pupil generated. Technically, this 

is not an indication of inequity. 74 

The specific formula used to calculate the correlation 

coefficients for wealth neutrality assessments is as follows: 

l[pi (Xi - Xp) 

l{pi r ✓ (xi - xp)2 1 

(Wi - Wp)] / 

[✓ (Wi - Wp) 2 ]} 

where Pi is the number of pupils in district i, Xi is the 

revenues per-pupil in district i, Xp is the mean per-pupil 

revenues for all districts, Wi is the assessed valuation per

pupil in district i, and Wp is the mean assessed valuation 

per-pupil for all districts. 75 

In the present study the correlation coefficient was 

calculated at each level of aggregation. Of particular 

interest in assessing the effects on the wealth neutrality of 

the FEFP distribution system was any increase of the 
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correlation between local assessed valuation and per-pupil 

revenues with the inclusion of revenues raised through 

application of the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance millage rates into revenues provided through the 

foundation system. Such an increase, if any, was indicative 

of the degree of disequalization resulting from these levies. 

The second measure used in assessing the degree of 

wealth neutrality is the coefficient of determination. 

Whereas the correlation coefficient is a measure of the 

strength of association between two variables, the 

coefficient of determination represents the percent of 

variation in a dependent variable that is explained by a 

predictor variable. The coefficient of determination for a 

two variable model is calculated by squaring the correlation 

coefficient. Thus, a coefficient of determination is 

restricted to values between O and 1, with O indicating none 

of the variance in the outcome variable explained by the 

predictor variable and 1 indicating 100 percent of the 

variance explained by the predictor variable. Of course, the 

coefficient of determination, unlike the correlation 

coefficient, does not indicate whether the relationship 

between the two variables is positive or negative. 76 

A coefficient of determination of O is an indication of 

perfect wealth neutrality, and therefore distributional 

equity . Such a coefficient indicates that none of the 

variations among districts in per-pupil revenues can be 



accounted for by variations in local wealth. Increasing 

coefficients of variation indicate increasing variance 

explained by local wealth, and therefore is evidence of 

decreased wealth neutrality and greater inequity. 
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In the present study, the percent of variation in local 

assessed valuation was used as the predictor of per-pupil 

revenues. A coefficient of determination was calculated for 

per-pupil revenues at each level of aggregation. Of 

particular interest was any increase in the proportion of 

variance in per-pupil revenues explained by local wealth when 

revenues generated through application of the discretionary 

millage rates and capital outlay and millage rates were added 

to per-pupil revenues distributed through the foundation 

system. 

The third quantitative tool used to assess wealth 

neutrality is the regression coefficient, also known as the 

slope of the regression equation. The regression coefficient 

is based on regression analysis, a process through which an 

outcome, or dependent, variable is mathematically expressed 

~s a function of one or more predictor, or independent, 

variables. 77 This relationship is expressed by the following 

equation: 
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where Yi is the is the outcome variable for i, Bo is the 

intercept term, gl is the regression coefficient or slope of 

the predicted line, Xi is the value of the predictor variable 

at i, and Ui is the error at i. 78 Thus, while a correlation 

coefficient indicates the strength of the relationship 

between two variables, the regression coefficient provides a 

measure of the magnitude of the change in one variable 

associated with the change in the other variable. A 

regression coefficient, unlike the correlation coefficient 

and coefficient of determination, is not expressed in 

standardized units. The regression coefficient is expressed 

in terms of the units of measurement of the outcome variable, 

and may be computed using the following formula: 

L[Pi (Xi - Xp) (Wi - Wp)] / L[Pi (Wi - Wp) 2 ] 

where Pi is the number of pupils in district i, Xi is the 

revenues per-pupil in district i, Xp is the mean per-pupil 

revenues for all districts, Wi is the assessed valuation per

pupil in distr i ct i, and Wp is the mean assessed valuation 

per-pupil for all districts . 79 

A regression coefficient in the present study was 

expressed as the dollar amount of change in per-pupil 

revenues resulting in a one dollar change in assessed 

valuation per-pupil . A regression coefficient was calculated 

at each level of aggregation. 



In the present study, the change in the regression 

coefficient when per-pupil revenues raised through 

application of the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance millage rates were added to the per-pupil 

revenues distributed through the foundation system was of 

particular interest. Any resultant increase in this 

relationship indicated decreasing wealth neutrality and 

decreased fiscal equity . 
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These three regression measures were used to assess the 

relationship between wealth and revenues. Two econometric 

measures, the Gini coefficient and McLoone index, were also 

used to assess the effects of wealth neutrality caused by the 

two levies. In measures of wealth neutrality the Gini 

Coefficient demonstrates how far the distribution of revenues 

is from providing each percentage of pupils with an equal 

percentage of the revenues. Bo The following formula is used 

to calculate the Gini coefficient: 

Li lj [Pi Pj (Xi - Xj)] / 2 (1Pi)2 Xp 

where li is the sum for district i, lj is the sum for 

district j, Pi is the number of pupils in district i, Pj is 

the number of pupils in district j, Xi is the revenues per 

pupil in district i, Xj is the revenues per pupil in district 

j, and Xp is the mean revenues per pupil for all districts . Bl 

Gini coefficients are limited to values ranging from Oto 1. 
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A Gini coefficient of O indicates perfect wealth 

neutrality and therefore equity in the distribution, while a 

Gini coefficient of 1 indicates complete systematic inequity. 

In the present study the Gini coefficient was calculated for 

revenues at each level of aggregation. The amount of 

increase, if any, of the Gini coefficient from the foundation 

level of aggregation to each aggregate level including the 

combination of the revenues distributed through the 

foundation system plus the two locally determined millage 

rates provided indication of the magnitude of the inequity 

introduced by the resultant levies. 

The McLoone index indicates the ratio of the actual sum 

of per-pupil revenues for pupils below the median to the sum 

of per-pupil revenues that would exist if each pupil below 

the median were at the median per-pupil revenue level. 82 

Thus, the McLoone Index conceptually is relevant to a 

foundational distribution, wherein a certain minimally 

acceptable level would be available for all students. In 

this case, this minimally acceptable level would be the 

statewide median per-pupil revenues. 

The following formula is used to calculate the McLoone 

Index: 

L (1... j ) (Pi Xi) / Mp l:(1...j) (Pi) 
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where districts 1 through j are below the median, Pi is the 

number of pupils in district i, Xi is the per-pupil revenues 

in district i, and Mp is the statewide median revenues per 

pupil for all districts. 

The McLoone Index is restricted to values between O and 

1. A value of O indicates complete lack of wealth neutrality 

and therefore inequality below the median. Values 

approaching 1 indicate that pupils in districts below the 

median have been provided more equitable distribution of 

revenues. 

In the present study McLoone indexes were calculated for 

per-pupil revenues at each level of aggregation. Of 

particular interest was the change in the McLoone Index when 

the per-pupil revenues from the application of the 

discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance millage 

rates were added to the revenues distributed through the 

foundation system. Such a change, if any, was indication of 

the impact of these two levies on fiscal equity for those 

districts below the median in terms of per-pupil revenues. 

The preceding measures assessed the degree to which the 

two levies affect the wealth neutrality of the foundation 

system. Wealth neutrality and resource accessibility 

provided two sets of standards through which the degree of 

equity of a distribution system is assessed. A third area of 

equity assessment was tax yield. 
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In studies of education finance systems tax yield refers 

to the relationship between the degree of local fiscal effort 

directed toward supporting education and the resulting 

resources. Tax yield therefore is associated with taxpayer 

equity, in which equal effort should result in equal yield. 

Through tax yield equity assessment the relationship between 

the tax effort exerted in the local districts and the per

pupil revenues generated through the tax is measured. 

The degree of equivalence of tax yield is demonstrated 

by the extent to which the degree of effort exerted by the 

taxpayers in a district is related to the per-pupil revenues 

generated through application of these tax rates. The 

relationship may be measured through regression techniques. 

The correlation coefficient provides a measure of the 

strength of association between the tax rate and the 

resultant per-pupil revenues generated through application of 

these tax rates. The higher a positive correlation 

coefficient, the more the equivalent yield given equivalent 

effort. A correlation coefficient of 1.0 indicates perfect 

~quity. A correlation coefficient of zero indicates no 

relationship between effort and yield, which is an 

inequitable situation in that yield should be positively 

related. Negative correlation coefficients indicate even 

greater inequity, meaning that with increased tax effort 

there is an associated decrease in per-pupil revenues. A 
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correlation coefficient of -1 implies the greatest degree of 

taxpayer inequity. 

The correlation coefficient is calculated as follows: 

l[Pi (Xi - Xp) 

l{Pi [ ✓ (Xi - Xp)2] 

(Ti - Tp)] / 

[✓ (Ti - Tp) 2 ]} 

where Pi is the number of pupils in district i, Xi is the 

per-pupil revenues in district i, Xp is the mean per-pupil 

revenues for all districts, Ti is the per-pupil millage rate 

for district i, and Tp is the mean per-pupil tax rate for all 

districts. 

In the present study the correlation coefficient was 

calculated at each level of aggregation. Of particular 

interest was any decrease in the correlation coefficient 

resulting from the addition of revenues generated through 

application of the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance millage rates to the revenues distributed through 

the foundation portion of the FEFP. 

The second measure of tax yield is the regression 

coefficient. Typically the rate of local property taxation 

is regressed on per-pupil revenues resulting from these 

rates. The regression coefficient thus provides an 

indication of the magnitude of the relationship, if any, 

between tax effort and per-pupil revenues. A regression 

coefficient is calculated using the following formula: 
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L[Pi (Xi - Xp) (Ti - Tp)] / L[Pi (Ti - Tp)21 

where Pi is number of pupils in district i, Xi is per-pupil 

revenues in district i, Xp is the statewide mean per-pupil 

revenues, Ti is the per-pupil tax rate for district i, and Tp 

is the statewide mean per-pupil tax rate. These regression 

coefficients express the dollar change in per-pupil revenues 

given a one mill change in the tax rate. 

In the present study, the change in the regression 

coefficient when per-pupil revenues raised through 

application of the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance millage rates were added to the per-pupil 

revenues distributed through the foundation system was of 

particular interest. The amount of decrease, if any, in the 

regression coefficient indicated the decrease in the 

magnitude of the change in revenues per-pupil associated with 

a one mill increase in tax effort beyond the required local 

effort. Decreases in this relationship indicated shrinking 

tax yield equivalence and decreased fiscal equity. 

The two preceding regression measures were used to 

assess the equivalence of tax yield, particularly with regard 

to the addition of two unequalized levies. Together with the 

measures of resource accessibility and wealth neutrality, the 

degree of disequalization of the two local levies was 

assessed. 



conclusion 

The present study examined the effects of revenues 

raised through local discretionary millage rates on the 

equity of a foundation school distribution system. The 

chapter inciuded a discussion of the method by which these 

equity effects were examined. 
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Chapter 3 began with a discussion of the population from 

which the data used in the study were derived. Following 

this discussion of the population was a description of the 

~ducation funding system of Florida, the state chosen for the 

study. The next section provided a description of the design 

of the present study. Chapter 3 concluded with a discussion 

of the method through which the disequalizing effects of the 

local levies were assessed. Chapter 4 includes a discussion 

of the results of the study. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 

The present study addressed the following research 

question: In a state with a foundation program for support of 

schools including one or more discretionary millage rates, to 

what extent do the levies resulting from the application of 

the discretionary millage rates introduce inequities into the 

system for distributing education funding? Chapter 3 

included a discussion of the particular data design and 

procedures used in the study to examine these disequalizing 

effects. The present chapter includes a description of the 

results of the analysis. 

The current chapter begins with a review of the 

methodology presented in Chapter 3. Following this review is 

a discussion of the results related to the measures of 

resource accessibility. The chapter concludes with a 

presentation of the results of the wealth neutrality and the 

tax yield measures. 

Data for the present study were taken from the final 

calculation of the Florida Education Finance Program (FEFP) 

from fiscal year 1992-93, 1 the most recent year for which the 

final calculation data were available. The study included 

examination of the equity of the distribution of education 

117 
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dollars among the sixty-seven Florida school districts during 

that fiscal year. Each of the fiscal equity measures was 

calculated across seven aggregation levels, the intent of 

which was to provide assessment of cumulative disequalizing 

effects. The first aggregate level included revenues 

distributed through the foundation portion of the FEFP. The 

second and third levels included revenues generated through 

the two unequalized millage rates, discretionary rate and the 

capital outlay and maintenance rate, respectively. The 

fourth level included the combination of the two unequalized 

rates. 

Levels five and six included a combination of the 

foundation revenues with the discretionary and capital outlay 

and maintenance revenues, respectively. The final level of 

aggregation included revenues from all three sources. The 

object of measurement included per-pupil revenues. 

Measurements related to three constructs of fiscal 

equity were used in the study. These constructs included 

resource accessibility, wealth neutrality, and tax yield. 

Following are the specific results of these measurements, 

beginning with those related to the resource accessibility of 

the distributions. 

Resource Accessibility 

Resource accessibility is a per-pupil equity construct 

which refers to the degree to which all students have access 
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to a roughly equivalent resource base of fiscal support for 

education. The results of the resource accessibility 

measures for the current study are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Resource Accessibility: Measures of Variability 

Mean 

Found 2683 . 39 

Disc 90.22 

Cap 309.70 

D + C 399.92 

F + D 2773.61 

F + C 2993 . 09 

F + D + C 3083.31 

Variance 

4748.22 

2421. 05 

23365.73 

37996.21 

9199.42 

33879.56 

50501.18 

Standard 

Deviation 

69.19 

49.20 

152.86 

194.93 

95.91 

184 . 06 

224.72 

Coeff of 

Variation 

.03 

.55 

.49 

.49 

.03 

.06 

. 07 

The mean statewide per-pupil revenues provided through 

the foundation element of the FEFP was $2683.39. The mean 

per-pupil revenue generated by the discretionary ahd capital 

outlay and maintenance rates were $90.22 and $309.70, 

respectively, with the mean for the combination of the two 

unequalized rates measured at $399.92. The mean of the 

foundation revenues combined with the discretionary revenues 

was $2773.61 and combined with the capital outlay and 



maintenance revenues was $2993.09. The mean per-pupil 

revenues statewide from all three sources was $3083.31. 
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Increased variability of the distribution of revenues 

was evident as unequalized levies were added to the 

foundation revenues, based on the variance and standard 

deviation calculations. The variance of the revenues 

provided through the foundation program was 4748.22, with the 

standard deviation calculated at $69.19. The variance and 

standard deviation for the discretionary revenues were 

2421.05 and $49.20. The variance and standard deviation for 

the capital outlay and maintenance revenues, 23365.73 and 

$152.86, far exceeded that of the foundation revenues though 

fewer aggregate dollars were involved. The revenues 

resulting from the combination of the discretionary and 

capital outlay and maintenance rates had a variance of 

37996.21 and a standard deviation of $194.43. 

The addition of the unequalized discretionary revenues 

had the effect of increasing the variability of the 

distribution of the revenues generated through the foundation 

program of the FEFP. The variance and standard deviation of 

the foundation revenues combined with the discretionary 

revenues were 9199.42 and $95.91. The variance and standard 

deviation of the foundation revenues combined with revenues 

generated from the capital outlay and maintenance millage 

rate were 33879.56 and $184.06. The revenues generated from 



all three sources had a variance of 50501.18 and standard 

deviation of $224.72. 
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Clearly the estimates of distributional variability 

increased with the inclusion of the unequalized revenues. 

However, these measures were based on separate distributions, 

each with varying amounts of aggregate dollars involved. 

Therefore, examination of the coefficients of variation, 

providing standardized estimates of variability, was 

instructive. 

The coefficients of variation for the uncombined revenue 

sources were for the foundation revenues .03, for the 

discretionary revenues .55, and for the capital outlay and 

maintenance revenues .49. The coefficient of variation for 

the combination of the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance revenues was calculated at .49. 

The inclusion of the unequalized revenues demonstrated 

an increase in the variability of foundation dollars, as 

measured by the coefficient of variation, only with the 

inclusion of the capital outlay and maintenance revenues. 

The coefficient of variation increased from .03 to .06 with 

the inclusion of these revenues in the calculation. However, 

the coefficient of variation remained at .03 when the 

discretionary revenues were combined with the foundation 

~evenues. The coefficient of variation calculation for 

revenues from a combination of all three sources was .07. 
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The preceding measures demonstrated the degree of 

revenue variability among Florida school districts across the 

seven aggregation levels. Further evidence of the effects of 

discretionary revenues on the fiscal equity of a foundation 

distribution system was obtained through examination of the 

range related measures of the distribution. Table 2 includes 

the results of the range, restricted range, and federal range 

ratio calculations across the seven distributional levels. 

Table 2 

Resource Accessibility: Measures of Distributional Range 

Range 

Found 424.78 

Disc 332.10 

Cap 772.04 

D + C 997.42 

F + D 648.87 

F + C 880.02 

F + D + C 1105.40 

Restricted 

Range 

248.23 

189.96 

601.88 

730.05 

333.36 

639.65 

804.24 

Federal Range 

ratio 

.10 

11.93 

28.84 

.13 

.24 

.29 

The range for the foundation revenues alone was $424.78, 

while the restricted range was $248.23 . The discretionary 

revenues range of $332.10 and restricted range of $189.96 

were nearly as large as that of the foundation revenues. The 
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capital outlay and maintenance revenues range of $772.04 and 

restricted range of $601.88 far exceeded that of the 

foundation revenues. The range for the combination of the 

discretionary revenues combined with those arising from the 

capital outlay and maintenance millage rates was $997.42, 

while the restricted range was $730.05. 

The impact on the ranges of the distribution as 

discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance dollars were 

added to foundation dollars was evident. The range of the 

foundation revenues combined with the discretionary revenues 

was $648.87, while the restricted range was $333.36. The 

revenues from the foundation program combined with those 

raised through application of the capital outlay and 

maintenance millage rates had a range of $880.02 and a 

restricted range of $639.65. The range resulting from 

revenues generated from a combination of all three sources 

was $1105.40, while the restricted range was $804.24. 

The federal range ratio for the foundation revenues was 

.10 and for the discretionary revenues was 11.93. No federal 

range ratio could be calculated for the capital outlay and 

maintenance revenues because the district at the fifth 

percentile (which constitutes the denominator of the federal 

range ratio formula) applied no millage rate and therefore 

raised no dollars through this source. The federal range 

ratio for the capital outlay and maintenance revenues 



combined with those generated through the discretionary 

millage rate was 28.84. 
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The addition of unequalized dollars had the effect of 

~ncreasing distributional range as evident in the increase of 

the federal range ratios as these revenues were added to 

those raised through the foundation program. The federal 

range ratio for the foundation dollars combined with 

discretionary dollars was .13, while the federal range ratio 

for the foundation dollars combined with those generated 

through the capital outlay and maintenance rates was .24. The 

federal range ratio calculated for the distribution of 

revenues from all three sources examined in this study was 

. 29. 

The preceding discussion included the results of the 

calculations relevant to the effects of the discretionary 

revenues on the resource accessibility of the foundation 

program. Following is a presentation of the results of the 

calculations of the wealth neutrality measures. 

wealth Neutrality 

Wealth neutrality refers to the extent to which 

resources available for the education of students is not 

related to local fiscal conditions of the area in which the 

student is educated. Typical assessments of wealth 

neutrality include regression related measures, including the 

correlation coefficient, coefficient of determination, and 
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regression coefficient. Additionally, two econometric 

measures, the Gini coefficient and McLoone index, may be used 

to measure the wealth neutrality of educational funding 

distribution systems. The following section includes the 

results of the wealth neutrality calculations. 

The regression related measures of wealth neutrality are 

included in Table 3. The correlation coefficient resulting 

from correlating per-pupil local assessed value of property 

and per-pupil revenues derived from the foundation program 

was .50. Thus, a positive association existed between local 

wealth as represented by per-pupil property value and the 

resources for educational support as represented by per-pupil 

foundation revenues . With the discretionary funding source, 

the correlation coefficient was . 99 and for the capital 

outlay and maintenance source .94. These relatively high 

correlation coefficients were not surprising given the fact 

that the revenues were determined through application of 

millage rates on assessed valuation of property . The 

correlation coefficient for the combination of the 

discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance funding 

sources was . 99. 

The addition of revenues from both the discretionary and 

capital outlay and maintenance revenue sources resulted in 

rather substantive i ncreases in the relationship between 

district property wealth and revenues per-pupil as 

demonstrated through the correlation coefficient 



calculations . The foundation plus discretionary source 

correlation coefficient was calculated at . 85, while the 

foundati on plus capital outlay and maintenance source 

correlation coefficient was calculated at .97. The 

correlation coefficient for all three sources was .99. 

Table 3 

Wealth Neutrality: Regression Measures 

Found 

Disc 

Cap 

D + C 

F + D 

F + C 

F + D + C 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

.50 

.99 

. 94 

.99 

.85 

.97 

.99 

Coefficient of 

Determination 

.25 

.99 

.88 

. 98 

. 72 

.94 

.98 

Regression 

Coefficient 

.00034291 

.00057916 

.00172990 

.00228479 

.00092207 

.00204854 

.00262770 
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The coefficient of determination was useful in 

understanding the relationship as demonstrated by the 

correlation coefficients. The coefficient of determination 

measured the proportion of the variability of per-pupil 

revenues which was explained by the variability of per-pupil 

assessed valuation. Local per-pupil assessed valuation 

variability accounted for .25 of the variability in per-pupil 
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foundation revenues, .99 of the variability in per-pupil 

revenues generated through the discretionary millage rate, 

and .88 percent of the variability in revenues generated 

through the capital outlay and maintenance rate. Local per

pupil assessed valuation variability explained .98 of the 

variability in per-pupil revenues generated through the 

combination of both unequalized sources. 

The coefficient of determination for per-pupil revenues 

derived from the foundation program combined with current 

operation discretionary revenues was calculated at .72. The 

foundation dollars in combination with the capital outlay and 

maintenance dollars resulted in a coefficient of 

determination of .94. When all three sources were 

considered, the percent variation in revenues per-pupil 

explained by per-pupil assessed valuation was .98. 

The correlation coefficients and coefficients of 

determination provided measures of the strength of 

relationship between per-pupil assessed valuation and per

pupil revenues generated across the seven levels of 

aggregation. The regression coefficients provided a 

indication of the magnitude of the relationship between the 

variables across the levels. The following section includes 

the results of the calculations of the regression 

coefficients. 

The regression coefficient for the foundation revenues 

was .00034291. The interpretation for this measure is that 
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for every dollar increase in the independent variable 

assessed valuation per-pupil, there was an associated 

increase of $.00034291 in per-pupil revenues. The regression 

coefficient for discretionary revenues was .00057916, for 

capital outlay and maintenance revenues was .0017299, and for 

the combination of the unequalized dollars was .00230648. 

The regression coefficient resulting from the 

combination of foundation and discretionary revenues was 

.00092207, and for the combination of foundation revenues and 

those originating from the capital outlay and maintenance 

rates was .00204854. The regression coefficient for the 

revenues emanating from all three sources in combination was 

. 0026277 . 

The preceding were results of the regression measures of 

wealth neutrality. Additionally, two econometric measures of 

wealth neutrality, the McLoone index and Gini coefficient, 

were calculated at each aggregation level. The results of 

these calculations are included in Table 4. 

The McLoone index indicates the proportion of per-pupil 

revenues for districts below the median to the amount 

necessary to bring all these districts to the median level. 

T-he McLoone index for foundation revenues was calculated at 

.98. For current operation discretionary dollars the McLoone 

index was .73 and was .67 for capital outlay and maintenance 

revenues. The dollars generated through the combination of 



discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance revenues 

resulted in a McLoone index of .70. 

T.able 4 

Wealth Neutrality: Econometric Measures 

McLoone Index Gini Coefficient 

Found .98 .01 

Disc .73 .12 

Cap .67 .13 

D + C .70 .12 

F + D . 98 .01 

F + C .97 .02 

F + D + C .97 .02 
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The McLoone index for foundation revenues combined with 

current operation discretionary revenues was .98, virtually 

the same as for the foundation dollars alone . The McLoone 

index for foundation plus capital outlay and maintenance 

revenues, .97, was not much lower. The McLoone index for 

revenues generated from a combination of all three sources 

was calculated at .97. 

The Gini coefficient is a quantitative measure of the 

extent to which the distribution of per-pupil revenues is 

constant across pupils. The Gini coefficient for foundation 

revenues was.01, for current operation discretionary revenues 
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.12 , and for capital outlay and maintenance revenues . 13 . 

The Gini coefficient resulting from the combination of both 

unequalized millage rates was .12. 

The Gini coefficient calculated from the combination of 

per-pupil revenues of the foundation program with per-pupil 

discretionary revenues remained at .01. The Gini coefficient 

for foundation revenues and capital outlay and maintenance 

revenues per-pupil was .02, while the Gini coefficient 

calculated for revenues from all three sources was also .02. 

The preceding calculations represented measurement of 

the effects of discretionary levies on the wealth neutrality 

of a foundation program. Another aspect of fiscal equity, 

tax yield, was measured in the present study. Following are 

the results of the tax yield measures. 

Tax Yield 

Tax yield is a taxpayer equity construct involving the 

measurement and analysis of the association between tax 

effort and resultant resources. In the present study two 

measures, correlation and regression, were used to measure 

the relationship between tax effort and resources across the 

seven levels of aggregation. Tax effort was represented by 

the per-pupil millage rate applied at each level, while 

resources was represented by per-pupil revenues resulting 

from these millage rates . The tax yield results for the 

present study are included in Table 5. 



Table 5 

Tax Yield 

Found 

Disc 

Cap 

D + C 

F + D 

F + C 

F'. + D + C 

Correlation 

Coefficient 

+.17 

-.12 

-.28 

-.37 

-.03 

-.49 

-.48 

Regression 

Coefficient 

+13769.96 

-83410.47 

-198389.24 

-268342.81 

-2799.73 

-75477.85 

-83871. 06 
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A correlation coefficient of .17 was calculated for the 

foundation program funding source. This indicated that 

increasing tax rates were associated with slightly increasing 

per-pupil revenues. Both the discretionary level (- . 12) and 

capital outlay and maintenance level (-.28) demonstrated 

inverse relationships between tax effort and revenues per

pupil, meaning that increasing tax effort was associated with 

decreased per-pupil revenues. The combined unequalized tax 

effort correlated (-.37) with resultant per-pupil revenues. 

When combined with the foundation program funding 

source, the two unequalized sources had clear effects on tax 

yield. The foundation plus discretionary sources per-pupil 
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millage rates correlated (-.03) with per-pupil revenues 

resulting from these rates, while foundation millage rates 

combined with capital outlay and maintenance rates correlated 

(-.49) with resultant per-pupil revenues. The combined per-

pupil millage rates from all three sources correlated (-.48) 

with total per-pupil revenues. 

The correlation coefficients indicated the strength of 

the relationship between per-pupil millage rates and per

pupil revenues for each level of examination. The magnitude 

of the relationship was measured through regression 

coefficients. For the foundation program, the regression 

coefficient was measured at $13769.96. This indicates the 

magnitude with which higher levels of tax effort were 

associated with lower levels of revenues per-pupil. The 

regression coefficient calculated for discretionary effort 

and yield was (-$83410.47), and for capital outlay and 

maintenance effort and yield was (-$198389.24). The 

combination of discretionary with capital outlay and 

maintenance effort and yield resulted in a regression 

coefficient of (-$268342.81). 

The regression coefficient for the combination of 

foundation program with discretionary effort and yield was 

calculated at (-$2799.73). The combination of the foundation 

yield and effort with capital outlay and maintenance yield 

and effort resulted in a regression coefficient of 
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(-$75477 . 85). Lastly ; when per-pupil yield involving all 

three millage rates was regressed on per-pupil revenues from 

all three sources, the resultant coefficient was 

(-$83871. 06) . 

conclusion 

In this chapter the results of the aqalysis intended to 

address the question, "In a state with a foundation program 

for support of schools including one or more discretionary 

millage rates, to what extent do the levies resulting from 

the application of the discretionary millage rates introduce 

inequities into the system for distributing education 

funding?" were presented. These results were related to 

three constructs of fiscal equity, including resource 

accessibility, wealth neutrality, and tax yield. The 

resource accessibility issue was addressed using descriptive 

measures of per-pupil revenues, including the mean, range, 

restricted range, federal range ratio, variance, standard 

deviation, and coefficient of variation. 

The wealth neutrality issue was addressed using both 

regression and econometric measures. The regression measures 

included the correlation coefficient, coefficient of 

determination, and regression coefficient, in which the 

relationship between per-pupil assessed valuation and per

pupil revenues was calculated. The econometric measures 

included the Gini coefficient and McLoone index, which 
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included analysis of the distribution of per-pupil revenues. 

The tax yield issue was addressed using regression measures, 

in which the relationship between tax effort and per-pupil 

r.evenues was measured using the correlation coefficient and 

regression coefficient. Chapter 5 includes a discussion of 

the results, including overall conclusions and implications 

of the study. 

Notes 

1Division of Public Schools, 1992-93 Florida Education 
Finance Program (Tallahassee, FL: Florida Department of 
Education, 1992). 



CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 

In Chapter 4 the results of the analysis related to the 

research question, "In a state with a foundation program for 

support of schools including one or more discretionary 

millage rates, to what extent do the levies resulting from 

the application of the discretionary millage rates introduce 

inequities into the system for distributing education 

funding?" were presented. Chapter 5 includes a discussion of 

these results. The current chapter begins with a general 

summary of the study. Subsequent to this general summary 

observations are presented based on the results obtained in 

Chapter 4. The discussion then turns to the conclusions 

reached based on these observations, specifically in light of 

the concepts of equity discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 

concludes with implications of the study for further research 

and practice. 

summary 

The constitutions of the respective states specify that 

education is a state responsibility. State governments by 

and large are compelled by the respective state constitutions 

to aspire toward equity as it relates to fiscal support for 

135 
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education. As a result most states have attempted to fund 

the educational enterprise though a methodology that promotes 

equity in the distribution of resources among local education 

agencies. The most common method of promoting equity has 

been through a state foundational system of distribution. 

Such a system ensures each local district, and therefore each 

student, a certain foundational level of educational support , 

conceivably relevant to his or her educational needs. 

The foundation program theoretically provides the 

assurance that no student falls below a certain basic level 

of funding . However, the basis for a foundation program is 

provision of a minimally acceptable level of fiscal support 

for all children. Typically, local districts are allowed the 

option to exert additional taxing effort to raise additional 

revenues for further support of education beyond the 

foundational level. Thus, in theory state support programs 

which include a foundational element may allow some degree of 

inequity to exist, given the basic level of support concept 

inherent in the program. 

The degree to which certain inequities above the 

foundation level are tolerable have been adjudicated in 

several of the court systems of states which utilize such a 

support system. Unfortunately, no consistent pattern of 

court decisions exists with regard to the the extent to which 

the existence of some inequity is constitutionally 

acceptable . Court decisions in the respective state court 
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systems have been mixed in terms of the constitutionality 

versus unconstitutionality of state foundation systems in 

right of the various standards of equity, while federal 

courts have refused to strike down education finance systems. 

Without clear guidance from the courts, states have 

dealt with the problem of revenues generated beyond the 

foundation level differently. Some states simply provide an 

equalized foundation program and allow the additional 

revenues to remain unequalized. Other states have utilized 

various methods of equalizing the revenues generated beyond 

the foundation system. 

The state of Florida employs a foundation system as the 

core of its state system of fiscal support for education. 

Yet, the revenues generated through the two nonvoted sources 

beyond the foundation system are not equalized by the state. 

The foundation portion of the FEFP has been demonstrated to 

exhibit a large degree of distributional equity. A 

reasonable question to address, therefore, is to what extent 

do these local discretionary elements of the program 

introduce disequalizing effects into the system as a whole. 

This question was the subject of the current study. 

observations 

The previous section included a general summary of the 

present study. The current section includes observations 



based on the results of the study that were presented in 

Chapter 4 . 
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The introduction of unequalized revenues into foundation 

program revenues had the effect of increasing the variation 

in the per-pupil levels of support. This increase was 

evident given the increases of variance calculations and 

~tandard deviations, which demonstrate aggregate dollar 

variability increases. Standardized variability 

calculations, specifically those related to the coefficient 

of variation, demonstrated virtually no increase in the 

variability gi ven the introduction of discretionary dollars. 

An increase in standardized variability, however, was evident 

as capital outlay and maintenance revenues were introduced 

into the distribution. 

Clearly, the range estimates increased as unequalized 

revenues are introduced into the distribution, a result that 

was expected because the total aggregate dollars were 

increasing as more revenues were involved. Both the range 

and restricted range calculations demonstrated increases as 

both discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance 

revenues were included in the distribution, both individually 

and together. Introduction of the discretionary dollars 

resulted in an increase of the federal range rat i o by almost 

a third, while capital outlay and maintenance revenues 

resulted in the federal range ratio being increased by a 

factor of two and a half. 
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Regression measures of wealth neutrality demonstrated 

notable disequalizing effects of both the discretionary and 

capital outlay and maintenance revenues as they were combined 

with the revenues obtained through the foundation program. 

The discretionary combined with foundation revenues per-pupil 

demonstrated a strong positive relationship to per-pupil 

property wealth, while the revenues derived from foundation 

and capital outlay and maintenance sources had an extremely 

strong relationship to per-pupil property wealth. The 

strength of the relationship between per-pupil property 

wealth and per-pupil revenues virtually doubled from the 

foundation only revenues to revenues derived from all three 

sources in combination as measured by the correlation 

coefficient. 

The addition of the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance sources had the effect of increasing the amount 

of variance in per-pupil revenues explained by variance in 

per-pupil property wealth. When examining the foundation 

source alone, variance in per-pupil assessed valuation 

explained only one-quarter of the variance in per-pupil 

foundation revenues. However, per-pupil property wealth 

explained nearly three-fourths of the variation in foundation 

combined with discretionary revenues per-pupil and nearly all 

of the variance in foundation combined with capital outlay 

and maintenance revenues per-pupil. Per-pupil assessed 

valuation likewise explained nearly all variation in per-
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pupil revenues obtained through the combination of all three 

sources . 

The distribution of the foundation revenues demonstrated 

a large degree of wealth neutrality as demonstrated by the 

Gini Coefficient. The addition of the discretionary revenues 

had virtually no effect on the foundation program as 

evidenced by the Gini coefficient calculated for these two 

revenue sources. The addition of the capital outlay and 

maintenance revenues had the effect of increasing the Gini 

coefficient, whether combined with foundation revenues or 

with both foundation and discretionary revenues. 

The distribution of per-pupil revenues through the 

foundation program below the median demonstrated a high 

degree of wealth neutrality as evidenced by the McLoone 

Index . The addition of the discretionary revenues to the 

foundation program had virtually no effect on the 

distribution below the median, with the McLoone index 

remaining constant as these revenues were added to foundation 

program revenues. The addition of the capital outlay and 

maintenance revenues to the foundation revenues and to both 

foundation and discretionary revenues had negligible effects 

on the wealth neutrality of the distribution below the median 

as evidenced by the McLoone index calculations. 

A weak positive relationship between taxpayer effort and 

resultant educational resources generated through the 

foundation program was demonstrated through calculation of 
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the tax yield measures. The addition of discretionary 

funding had the effect of eliminating this relationship, 

therefore decreasing equality of tax yield. The combination 

of the capital outlay and maintenance with foundation sources 

resulted in the relationship between tax effort becoming 

inverse. With capital outlay and maintenance funding 

included in the distribution, increasing tax effort was 

associated with decreasing per-pupil revenues generated for 

~ducation. This inverse relationship was true whether the 

foundation and capital outlay and maintenance sources were 

considered or all three sources in combination were 

considered. 

conclusions 

The preceding section included observations based on the 

analysis of these data. The following section includes 

overall conclusions about the disequalizing effects of the 

discretionary and capital outlay and maintenance funding 

sources based on these observations. 

In the realm of resource accessibility, both the 

discretionary revenues and capital outlay and maintenance 

demonstrated disequalizing effects when considered in 

combination with foundation revenues as indicated by both the 

measures of range and measures of variability. Increases in 

both range indicators and variability indicators of resource 

accessibility was not surprising, however, given the fact 
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that more dollars were involved as additional revenue sources 

are added to the analysis. In fact, the standardized 

calculation of variability, the coefficient of variation, 

demonstrated the least profound disequalizing effects of the 

two additional sources. In both the range indicators and the 

variability indicators, the capital outlay and maintenance 

source had greater disequalizing effects than the 

discretionary source. 

Both the discretionary and capital outlay and 

maintenance funding sources resulted in decreased wealth 

neutrality when added to the foundation sources, as indicated 

by the relationship between per-pupil wealth and per-pupil 

revenues. The capital outlay and maintenance funding source 

caused a much more acute decrease in wealth neutrality than 

the discretionary source. In fact, the relationship between 

per-pupil wealth and per-pupil revenues including the capital 

outlay and maintenance source is virtually a direct 

relationship. 

The two additional funding sources demonstrated less 

pronounced effects on wealth neutrality as measured by 

univariate econometric methods (Gini coefficient and McLoone 

Index) . The effects on wealth neutrality below the median 

were relatively slight, as evidenced by the McLoone index. 

Once again, the revenues generated through the capital outlay 

and maintenance source have more disequalizing effects on the 



distribution than those raised through the discretionary 

source. 
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Both sources result in disequalizing effects in the 

realm of taxpayer equity . The inclusion of the discretionary 

source tended to eliminate the positive relationship between 

per-pupil tax effort and per-pupil revenues that existed when 

the foundation source was considered alone. The capital 

outlay and maintenance source had far greater effects; the 

inclusion of this source resulted in a negative relationship 

between per-pupil tax effort and per-pupil revenues raised. 

Implications 

The previous section included conclusions based on the 

results of this study. The current section includes a 

discussion of implications of this study for further research 

and practice. 

Further investigation into issues closely related to 

those examined in the present study is certainly warranted 

due to the significance of these issues. Chapter 2 included 

a summary of state programs which allow for equalization of 

discretionary revenues, generally through a guaranteed tax 

base or guaranteed yield program. A study which looks at 

such a second tier equalization program for the FEFP 

discretionary elements would be a natural extension of the 

present study. Included could be an analysis of the degree 

to which the system maintains the high degree of equity 
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inherent in the foundation element, while examining the cost 

of maintaining such equity. Examinations relevant to the 

discretionary millage revenues, capital outlay and 

maintenance revenues, or the combination could be undertaken 

accordingly. 

This study provided a thorough analysis of the effects 

of discretionary levies on the equity of a foundation program 

of state support. However, further study into the adequacy 

of the system is needed. Specifically, the Florida 

Constitution requires that "adequate provision shall be made 

for a uniform system of free public schools." 1 The current 

study addressed the uniform provision, involving equity of 

the distribution of educational dollars throughout the state. 

Further examination into the "adequate provision" requirement 

may be beneficial. 

The study examined disequalizing effects of the 

discretionary levy, the funds derived from which may be used 

to support current operation of education. 2 The capital 

outlay and maintenance revenues, which are restricted by 

state statute, 3 were also examined. Further study into the 

specific nature of funding in this area may also be useful. 

In other words, to what extent are these revenues significant 

to the educational enterprise in the schools? Such a 

research question may help in understanding the extent to 

which those states that use a foundation system and have 
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additional millage rates for capital financing purposes may 

be said to be subject to truly disequalizing effects. 

The present study addressed the effects of two nonvoted 

discretionary millage rates. Examinations of the effects on 

fiscal equity of the two voted millage rates, one which may 

be levied for current operation and the other for debt 

service, 4 may be beneficial. 

The present study included an examination into the 

fiscal equity of state funding among Florida school 

districts. This study therefore by its nature included a 

macroanalysis of a foundation distribution system. A 

microanalysis might also be part of a viable study, which 

would address the equity of the distribution of funds among 

individual schools. Such a study would include a picture of 

intradistrict fiscal equity, as opposed to the interdistrict 

examination included in the present study. 

The present study included an exhaustive analysis of the 

effects of local discretionary millage rates on the 

foundation program used to finance Florida public elementary 

and secondary schools. Certainly similar studies in other 

states utilizing a foundation program to support public 

education in which discretionary levies are included are 

warranted. 

Any of the preceding suggested studies would be 

worthwhile in enlightening researchers and practitioners in 

the area of education finance. Certainly, such enlightenment 
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is warranted given the significance of providing appropriate 

fiscal support for a quality education for all children. 

Notes 

1Fla. Const. art. VII sec. 9(a). 

2Fla. Stat. 236.25(1). 

3Fla. Stat. 236.25(2). 

4Fla. Stat. 200.001(3). 



APPENDIX A 
1992-93 FEFP PROGRAM COST FACTORS 

Baaic Program• 
Kindergarten and Grades 1, 2, and 3 
Grades 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 
Grades 9, 10, 11 , and 12 
Mainstream 

Grades K-3 
Grades 4-8 
Grades 9-12 

Program• for At-Riak Student• 
Dropout Prevention 
Intensive English/ESOL K-3 
Intensive English/ESOL 4-8 
Intensive English/ESOL 9-12 

Bxceptional Student Program• 

1992-93 
co ■t flctora 

1.014 
1.000 
1. 225 

2.028 
2 . 000 
2 . 450 

1. 656 
1.644 
1.679 
1 649 

Educable Mentally Handicapped 2 . 184 
Trainable Mentally Handicapped 2.922 
Physically Handicapped 3.453 
Physical & Occupational Therapy, Part-Time 9.527 
Speech, Language, and Hearing Therapy, Part-Time 5 . 475 
Speech, Language , and Hearing 3 . 176 
Visually Handicapped, Part-Time 15 . 145 
Visually Handicapped 4.353 
Emotionally Handicapped, Part-Time 3 . 740 

Emotionally Handicapped 
Specific Learning Disability, Part-Time 
Specific Learning Disability 
Gifted, Part-Time 
Hospita l & Homebound, Part-Time 
Profoundly Handicapped 

Adult General Education Program 
Adult Basic Skills 
Adult Secondary Education 
Lifelong Learning 
Adult Disabled 

Vocational-Technical Program• 
Job Preparatory 
1-=..il MlU.t 

Agriculture l. 728 1. 537 
Business and Office 1.229 1. 292 
Di s tributive 1.112 1. 374 
Diversified 1.185 .877 
Health 1.513 .506 
Public Service . 930 .959 
Horne Economics 1. 261 1 . 433 
Industrial 1 . 746 1. 418 
Exploratory (Grades 6-12) 1. 276 
Vocational Mainstream 2.325 

2 . 812 
2 . 914 
2 . 049 
1.896 

11 . 611 
4 . 396 

.745 

. 763 

. 700 
1 . 337 

Adult 
supplemental 

1. 516 
1 . 114 

. 806 

1 . 454 
1.060 
1. 367 
1. 332 

Source: Laws of Florida 92-293 item 516. 
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APPENDIX B 
RAW DATA 

DISTRICT RLE Mill Dis Mill Cap Mill WFTE 92 Tax Roll 

Alachua 6.6000 0.510 0.6650 34363.36 $3,478,806,917 

Baker 6.6740 0.510 2.0000 5638.30 $203,172,343 

Bay 6.6000 0.510 0.9820 30808.57 $3,795,133,278 

Bradford 6.7060 0.510 1. 5000 5263.75 $302,394,024 

Brevard 6.4920 0.510 2.0000 74343.45 $13,222,913,419 

Broward 6.6890 0.510 2.0000 255738.60 $48,030,220,202 

Calhoun 6.6780 0.000 0.0000 2746.04 $148,560,257 

Charlotte 6.4910 0.510 1. 2426 18080.74 $5,953,284,806 

Citrus 6.7330 0.510 2.0000 16229.15 $3,584,008,767 

Clay 7 .0170 0.510 2.0000 27819.02 $2,560,042,477 

Collier 5.7430 0.510 1.7470 31270.45 $14,546,382,399 

C-olumbia 6.4940 0.510 2.0000 10389.28 $672,339,379 

Dade 6. 7130 0.510 1. 8000 435842.50 $65,960,000,000 

De Soto 6.6000 0.510 1.5000 5637.27 $563,429,292 

Dixie 6.7490 0.510 2.0000 2530.99 $168,357,071 

Duval 6.4930 0.510 1.7990 146121.90 $18,967,436,166 

Escambia 6.9750 0.510 2.0000 60560 . 51 $5,230,986,632 

Flagler 6.4930 0.510 1.0000 6478.80 $2,009,940,591 

Franklin 6.6520 0.510 0.1890 1968.49 $330,222,577 

Gadsden 6.6550 0.510 2.0000 10355.10 $470,097,137 

Gilchirst 6.4930 0.510 2.0000 2659.61 $153,229,270 
Glades 6.8030 0.510 1. 4000 1147 .11 $340,092,453 

Gulf 6.5750 0.510 0.2050 2735.36 $518,114,292 

Hamilton 6.7860 0.510 0.9090 2839. 77 $320,766,531 

Hardee 6.4930 0.510 1. 8000 6154.27 $542,297,841 
Hendry 6.4960 0.510 2.0000 7681. 05 $1,087,719,471 

Hernando 6.7600 0.510 1.1710 17050. 08 $3,118,144,088 

Highlands 6.7310 0.510 1. 6390 12939.38 $2,078,389,640 

Hillsboro 6.7230 0.510 2.0000 179306.20 $23,878,301,787 
Holmes 6. 5110 0.000 0.0000 4141. 29 $160,952,311 
Indian Ri 6.5810 0.510 1.5283 15462.45 $5,160,114,845 
Jackson 6. 7240 0.510 0.0000 11082.06 $527,890,754 

Jefferson 6.4930 0.510 0.7500 2708.36 $190,317,324 
Lafayette 6.6700 0.510 2.0000 1262.06 $83,518,770 
Lake 6.4950 0.510 2.0000 28531.06 $4,273,371,924 
Lee 6.6910 0.510 2.0000 59349.72 $18,800,716,150 

Leon 6.4940 0.510 2.0000 41293.80 $4,775,685,713 
Levy 6.4950 0.510 2.0000 6607.99 $566,145,772 

Liberty 6.9220 0.510 0.0000 1481.31 $84,118,010 

Madison 6.5680 0.510 0.0000 4007.51 $222,493,571 
Manatee 6.5050 0.510 2.0000 37127.97 $8,159,607,470 
Marion 6.6450 0.510 1.0000 39570.57 $4,861,806,224 
Martin 6.1560 0.510 1. 6900 17224.81 $7,319,424,936 
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Monroe 5.0000 0.510 0.1970 11519. 42 $6,514,269,506 

Nassau 6.5870 0.510 2.0000 10601.30 $1,647,307,917 
Okaloosa 6.6320 0.510 1.3000 33451.39 $3,489,704,869 
Okeechobe 6.4910 0.510 2.0000 7621. 30 $764,287,540 
Orange 6.4930 0.510 2.0000 145712.90 $32,261,619,201 

Osceola 6.4930 0.510 2.0000 27511.64 $4,471,525,576 

Palm Beac 6.4960 0.510 2.0000 162107.30 $51,030,744,544 
Pasco 6.5740 0.510 1. 5030 47364.47 $6,961,601,855 
Pinellas 6.4900 0.510 2.0000 136565. 50 $29,572,044,680 

Polk 6.5610 0.510 1. 4130 87232.04 $10,792,982,876 
Putnam 6 . 6510 0.510 0.0000 14843.76 $1,926,565,256 
St. Johns 6.4930 0.510 1. 5000 18856.94 $3,813,970,113 

St. Lucie 6.4930 0.510 2.0000 29244.81 $6,867,017,584 
Santa Rosa 6.6320 0 .110 1. 4000 21135 .17 $2,100,751,939 

Sarasota 6.5620 1.019 2.0000 43522.73 $14,931,123,231 

Seminole 6.4930 0.510 2.0000 62148. 04 $9,970,948,164 

Sumter 6.8310 0.510 2.0000 6537.74 $477,986,406 

Suwannee 6.4970 0.510 2.0000 6939.02 $429,891,014 

Taylor 6.4930 0.510 2.0000 4728.61 $562,380,155 
Union 6.4930 0.510 1. 5000 2500.85 $82,190,841 
Volusia 6.4920 0.510 1.0500 65682.33 $11,922,873,987 
Wakulla 6.9020 0.510 2.0000 4491. 72 $250,373,159 

Walton 6.4950 0.428 1. 4500 5605.22 $1,372,448,816 

Washington 6.6310 0.510 0.0000 4916.63 $256,872,437 

TOTALS 2645391 $479,892,428,547 

DISTRICT State Fnd Rev RLE Rev Tot Found Rev 
Alachua $67,972,347 $21,831,138 $89,803,485 
Baker $13,472,776 $1,311,453 $14,784,229 
Bay $57,038,753 $24,054,360 $81,093,113 
Bradford $12,157,298 $1,978,705 $14,136,003 
Brevard $117,901,108 $81,550,996 $199,452,104 
Broward $398,843,006 $307,496,733 $706,339,739 
Calhoun $6,351,194 $945,735 $7,296,929 
Charlotte $10,937,516 $37,067,682 $48,005,198 
Citrus $20,255,961 $23,139,088 $43,395,049 
Clay $55,833,897 $17,082,058 $72,915,955 
Collier $6,840,013 $79,630,197 $86,470,210 
Columbia $23,165,150 $4,150,178 $27,315,328 
Dade $778,381,756 $423,247,923 $1,201,629,679 
De Soto $11,461,685 $3,723,639 $15,185,324 
Dixie $5,903,145 $1,084,036 $6,987,181 
Duval $266,270,768 $116,997,785 $383,268,553 
Escambia $122,832,603 $35,030,970 $157,863,573 
Flagler $5,127,817 $12,507,135 $17,634,952 
F,ranklin $3,578,556 $2,087,227 $5,665,783 
Gadsden $24,893,545 $3,091,940 $27,985,485 
Gilchirst $6,645,060 $947,966 $7,593,026 
Glades $1,112,460 $2,199,740 $3,312,200 
Gulf $4,553,601 $3,237,207 $7,790,808 
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Hamilton $5,866,676 $2,068,458 $7,935,134 
Hardee $12,916,437 $3,350,674 $16,267,111 
Hendry $14,036,159 $6,733,161 $20,769,320 
Hernando $25,643,121 $20,052,749 $45,695,870 
Highlands $21,439,484 $13,290,159 $34,729,643 
Hillsboro $312,282,987 $153,839,161 $466,122,148 
Holmes $10,374,661 $995,562 $11,370,223 
Indian Ri $8,752,152 $32,311,482 $41,063,634 
Jackson $26,359,540 $3,376,897 $29,736,437 
Jefferson $6,161,443 $1,175,250 $7,336,693 
Lafayette $3,049,267 $529,217 $3,578,484 
Lake $47,935,154 $26,674,847 $74,610,001 
Lee $34,774,937 $120,127,349 $154,902,286 
Leon $76,953,706 $29,983,629 $106,937,335 
Levy $14,745,879 $3,503,984 $18,249,863 
Liberty $3,535,190 $553,152 $4,088,342 
Madison $9,433,200 $1,388,271 $10,821,471 
Manatee $48,257,490 $50,673,287 $98,930,777 
Marion $73,030,612 $30,836,850 $103,867,462 
Martin $4,094,002 $42,953,658 $47,047,660 
Monroe $3,765,645 $30,959,083 $34,724,728 
Nassau $18,350,961 $10,312,006 $28,662,967 
Okaloosa $66,416,421 $22,250,197 $88,666,618 
Okeechobe $14,632,042 $5,386,969 $20,019,011 
Orange $187,625,033 $201,039,228 $388,664,261 
Osceola $44,516,436 $27,687,385 $72,203,821 
Palm Beac $126,088,619 $324,563,960 $450,652,579 
Pasco $80,941,198 $43,579,846 $124,521,044 
Pinellas $177,530,622 $183,812,608 $361,343,230 
Polk $159,690,707 $68,140,789 $227,831,496 
Putnam $27,605,489 $12,172,906 $39,778,395 
St . Johns $25,444,171 $24,045,476 $49,489,647 
St. Lucie $35,002,102 $42,358,168 $77,360,270 
Santa Rosa $42,761,140 $13,321,786 $56,082,926 
Sarasota $22,623,832 $93,630,685 $116,254,517 
Seminole $100,485,690 $61,504,298 $161,989,988 
S\.unter $14,513,263 $3,110,168 $17,623,431 
Suwannee $16,037,571 $2,702,417 $18,739,988 
Taylor $9,096,620 $3,534,882 $12,631,502 
Union $6,470,159 $506,982 $6,977,141 
Volusia $99,938,262 $73,533,133 $173,471,395 
Wakulla $10,347,481 $1,649,324 $11,996,805 
Walton $7,173,923 $8,472,952 $15,646,875 
Washington $11,338,261 $1,961,421 $13,299, 682 
TOTALS $4,089,567,760 $3,009,048,357 $7,098,616,117 
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